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President’s Welcome

Welcome to the 256th Commencement of the Georgia Institute of Technology. On behalf of the entire Georgia Tech community, I extend our greetings to friends, families, and guests gathered here for this significant event.

For approximately 3,600 undergraduate and graduate students, this weekend’s ceremonies recognize their academic achievements at Georgia Tech and inaugurate a new era in their lives.

At the fall ceremonies, we are awarding bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees through our six colleges and 28 schools.

At Georgia Tech, we are proud to be ranked the nation’s eighth-best public university by U.S. News & World Report. Our undergraduate engineering program is ranked among the top five, and our undergraduate business program ranks among the nation’s top 20 at public universities.

As a member of the Association of American Universities, Georgia Tech has outstanding programs in engineering, design, business, computing, liberal arts, and the sciences. With 32,000 students and more than 160,000 living alumni who work in business, industry, and government throughout the world, Tech has become internationally recognized for the quality of its educational and research programs.

Georgia Tech’s research strategy focuses on creating transformative opportunities, strengthening collaboration, and maximizing economic and societal impact. With sponsored expenditures of $824.8 million, Georgia Tech is ranked among the top five institutions in the country in research and development without a medical school.

That said, we are also keenly aware that such impressive accolades would not be possible without our incredibly talented and hardworking students.

Our students consistently excel in the classroom and the laboratory, in co-op work assignments and study/work abroad programs, and in countless campus leadership and community-service roles. I am inspired by their dedication, proud of their accomplishments, and tremendously hopeful about their futures.

In addition, I’d like to thank all the family members and friends of our graduates who have done so much to guide, challenge, and inspire these gifted students both before and during their time here at Tech.

We hope that you enjoy today’s festivities, and we wish you and your graduate a bright and successful future.

G.P. “Bud” Peterson
President, Georgia Institute of Technology
Doctoral Ceremony

9 a.m. | December 14, 2018
Order of Events

Processional

Master of Ceremonies
Dr. G.P. “Bud” Peterson, President

National Anthem
Nothin’ But Treble

Reflection
Mr. Ruilong Ma
Doctoral Degree Candidate
Materials Science and Engineering

Commencement Address
Dr. Seth R. Marder
Regents Professor, Chemistry and Biochemistry
Georgia Power Chair in Energy Efficiency
Georgia Tech Distinguished Professor, 2018

Presentation and Hooding of Doctoral Degree Candidates
Dr. Rafael L. Bras, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Peterson

Alma Mater*
Nothin’ But Treble

Faculty Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck” *
Graduates and Audience
Master’s Ceremony

3 p.m. | December 14, 2018
Order of Events

Processional

Master of Ceremonies
Dr. G.P. “Bud” Peterson, President

National Anthem
Nothin’ But Treble

Reflection

Ms. Elizabeth Quigley
Master’s Degree Candidate
Materials Science and Engineering

Commencement Address
Dr. Sebastian Thrun
Founder, President, and Executive Chairman, Udacity

Introduction of Academic Deans
Dr. Rafael L. Bras, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Master’s Degree Candidates
Dean Zvi Galil
College of Computing
Dean Jacqueline J. Royster
Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Dean Steven P. French
College of Design
Dean Maryam Alavi
Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
Interim Dean David M. Collard
College of Sciences
Associate Dean Douglas B. Williams
College of Engineering

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Peterson

Induction into the Alumni Association
Mr. Bird D. Blitch Sr.
IE 1997
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Alma Mater*
Nothin’ But Treble

Faculty Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck” *
Graduates and Audience

*B Please turn to the inside back cover for song lyrics.

Bachelor’s Ceremony

9 a.m. | December 15, 2018
Order of Events

Processional

Master of Ceremonies
Dr. G.P. “Bud” Peterson, President

National Anthem
Georgia Tech Chamber Choir

Reflection

Ms. Maithili Appalwar
Bachelor’s Degree Candidate
Industrial Engineering

Commencement Address
Condoleezza Rice
Former U.S. Secretary of State

Introduction of Academic Deans
Dr. Rafael L. Bras, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Undergraduate Degree Candidates
Dean Zvi Galil
College of Computing
Associate Dean John L. Tone
Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Dean Steven P. French
College of Design
Dean Maryam Alavi
Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
Interim Dean David M. Collard
College of Sciences
Associate Dean Kimberly E. Kurtis
College of Engineering

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Peterson

Induction into the Alumni Association
Mr. Bird D. Blitch Sr.
IE 1997
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Alma Mater*
Georgia Tech Chamber Choir

Faculty Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck” *
Graduates and Audience

*B Please turn to the inside back cover for song lyrics.
While Seth Marder is a highly committed researcher, his true passion is as an educator. He has mentored more than 200 undergraduate students, graduate students, and postdoctoral researchers, many of whom have gone on to top positions in academia and industry throughout the world. His research interests lie broadly in the area of materials chemistry, specifically in organic materials for electronic and photonic applications. Marder has co-authored more than 500 peer-reviewed papers, which have received over 52,000 citations with more than 100 papers having over 100 citations. He is listed as a co-inventor on 39 granted patents.

In 2003 Marder joined the faculty of Georgia Tech, where he is the Georgia Power Chair of Energy Efficiency and Regents Professor in the School of Chemistry and Biochemistry and a professor of Materials Science and Engineering (courtesy). He previously held academic and research positions at the University of Arizona, the Office of Naval Research, and the California Institute of Technology.

In recognition of his diverse contributions to the scientific and technological community, Marder has been elected a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Optical Society of America, SPIE-The International Society of Optical Engineers, the Royal Society of Chemistry, the American Physical Society, the Materials Research Society, and the National Academy of Inventors.

Among numerous awards, Marder has received an American Chemical Society A.C. Cope Scholar Award, the MRS Mid-Career Award, and a Humboldt Research Award. Last spring he received the Class of 1934 Distinguished Professor Award, Georgia Tech’s highest recognition for a faculty member.

Known for his tireless commitment to diversity and inclusion, Marder has served on Georgia Tech’s Black Student Experience Task Force, the Diversity Symposium planning committee, the Board of Directors for the National GEM Consortium, and on an MRS Award Nomination Subcommittee of the Member Engagement Committee (to increase nominations of women and underrepresented minorities for MRS awards).

A native of Brooklyn, NY., Marder holds a bachelor’s degree in chemistry from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a doctorate in chemistry from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

An adjunct professor of computer science at Stanford University and at Georgia Tech, Sebastian Thrun has published more than 400 scientific papers and 11 books. He is presently ranked No. 13 by h-index for computer science authors worldwide.

In partnership with Georgia Tech, Thrun created the Online Master of Science in Computer Science program (OMSCS), the nation’s largest and most affordable computer science master’s program.

Winner of the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge, Thrun founded Google X and is widely considered the godfather of the self-driving car (and Google Glass and many other Google initiatives). He co-founded Udacity—a for-profit educational organization offering massive online open courses (MOOCs) — and taught the world’s first large-scale MOOC. Along with Larry Page, Thrun co-founded Kitty Hawk, a company focused on “flying cars.”

Elected to the National Academy of Engineering at the of age 39, Thrun won the Max Planck Research Award and was recently honored with two honorary doctorates.

In his business life, Thrun has been named Global Thinker No. 4 by Foreign Policy, fifth most creative person in business by Smart Company, and one of 25 icons who are most responsible for the world today by Wired magazine.
Bachelor’s Ceremony Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipient
Condoleezza Rice

Condoleezza Rice is the Denning Professor in Global Business and the Economy at the Stanford Graduate School of Business; the Thomas and Barbara Stephenson Senior Fellow on Public Policy at the Hoover Institution; and a professor of Political Science at Stanford University. She is also a founding partner of RiceHadleyGates LLC.

From 2005 to 2009, Rice served as the 66th Secretary of State of the United States, the second woman and first African-American woman to hold the post. Rice also served as President George W. Bush’s Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs (National Security Advisor) from 2001 to 2005, the first woman to hold the position.

Rice served as Stanford University’s provost from 1993 – 1999, during which time she was the institution’s chief budget and academic officer. As provost, she was responsible for a $1.5 billion annual budget and the academic program involving 1,400 faculty members and 14,000 students. In 1997, she served on the Federal Advisory Committee on Gender — Integrated Training in the Military.

From 1989 to 1991, Rice served on President George H.W. Bush’s National Security Council staff. She served as director, senior director of Soviet and East European Affairs, and special assistant to the President for National Security Affairs. In 1986, while an international affairs fellow of the Council on Foreign Relations, Rice also served as special assistant to the director of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

As professor of political science, Rice has been on the Stanford faculty since 1981 and has won two of the highest teaching honors — the 1984 Walter J. Gores Award for Excellence in Teaching and the 1993 School of Humanities and Sciences Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching.


In 1991, Rice co-founded the Center for a New Generation (CNG), an innovative after-school academic enrichment program for students in East Palo Alto and East Menlo Park, California. In 1996, CNG merged with the Boys and Girls Club of the Peninsula (an affiliate club of the Boys and Girls Clubs of America). CNG has since expanded to local BGCA chapters in Birmingham, Atlanta, and Dallas. She remains an active proponent of an extended learning day through after-school programs.

Since 2009, Rice has served as a founding partner at RiceHadleyGates LLC, an international strategic consulting firm based in Silicon Valley and Washington, D.C. The firm works with senior executives of major companies to implement strategic plans and expand in emerging markets. Other partners include former National Security Advisor Stephen J. Hadley and former Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates.

Rice currently serves on the boards of Dropbox, an online-storage technology company; C3, an energy software company; and Makena Capital, a private endowment firm. In addition, she is vice chair of the board of governors of the Boys and Girls Clubs of America; a member of the board of the Foundation for Excellence in Education; and a trustee of the Aspen Institute. Previously, Rice served on various additional boards, including those of the George W. Bush Institute; the Commonwealth Club; KiOR Inc.; the Chevron Corporation; the Charles Schwab Corporation; the Transamerica Corporation; the Hewlett-Packard Company; the University of Notre Dame; the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts; and the San Francisco Symphony Board of Governors.

In 2013, Rice was appointed to the College Football Playoff Committee, formerly the Bowl Championship Series.

Born in Birmingham, Alabama, Rice earned her bachelor’s degree in political science, cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa, from the University of Denver; her master’s from the University of Notre Dame; and her Ph.D. from the Graduate School of International Studies at the University of Denver. She is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and has been awarded 13 honorary doctorates. She currently resides in Stanford, California.
G.P. “Bud” Peterson, Ph.D.

President

G.P. “Bud” Peterson has served as the 11th president of Georgia Tech since April 2009. Under his leadership, Georgia Tech has developed and begun implementation of a 25-year strategic plan, exceeded the $1.5 billion goal for Campaign Georgia Tech by 20 percent, grown innovative collaborations and strategic partnerships, expanded the campus infrastructure, and increased national and global visibility. Notably in that time, applications have more than tripled, and enrollment has increased by 45 percent.

Peterson came to Georgia Tech from the University of Colorado at Boulder, where he served as chancellor. Before that, he served as provost at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York, and on the faculty and in leadership positions for 19 years at Texas A&M University. He has also worked for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the National Science Foundation (NSF).

Throughout his career, Peterson has played an active role in helping establish the national education and research agendas, serving on many industry, government, and academic task forces and committees. He has served on a number of national accreditation agencies, with a focus on improving and assessing higher education outcomes. He has also served on congressional task forces, research councils, and advisory boards, including the Office of Naval Research, NASA, the Department of Energy, the National Research Council, and the National Academy of Engineering.

A distinguished scientist, he was appointed in 2008 by President George W. Bush and again in 2014 by President Barack Obama, to the National Science Board, which oversees the NSF and advises the president and Congress on national policy related to science and engineering research and education. In 2010, he was named by U.S. Secretary of Commerce Gary Locke as a member of the National Advisory Council on Innovation and Entrepreneurship. President Obama appointed him to the Advanced Manufacturing Partnership (AMP) steering committee in 2011 and to the AMP 2.0 steering committee in 2013. He currently serves on the American Council on Education (ACE) board of directors. He is chair of the NCAA Board of Governors, the organization’s highest governing body. In February 2018, he was named to the National Space Council’s User Advisory Group.

Peterson is a Fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and received the AIAA Distinguished Service Award in 2011. His research has focused on phase-change heat transfer in both the cooling of electronic devices and spacecraft thermal control. He is the author or co-author of 17 books or book chapters, 240 refereed journal articles, and 146 conference publications. He holds 16 patents, with three others pending.

Peterson earned a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering, a second bachelor’s degree in mathematics, and a master’s degree in engineering, all from Kansas State University. He earned a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from Texas A&M. He and his wife, Valerie H. Peterson, have four adult children — two of whom are Georgia Tech alumni — and one grandchild.
A professor in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering and the School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Rafael L. Bras is the first Georgia Tech faculty member to hold the K. Harrison Brown Family Chair. As provost and executive vice president for academic affairs, Bras oversees all of Georgia Tech’s academic and related units, including the colleges, the library, international relationships, professional education, the arts, and enrollment.

His current initiatives include overseeing the Commission on Creating the Next in Education, an ongoing effort of Georgia Tech’s educational innovation ecosystem dedicated to the adoption of new and innovative educational methodologies, including the growth of lifelong learning opportunities for traditional and nontraditional learners. He is also responsible for overseeing the ongoing Library Next project, an educational collaboration with the City of Shenzhen and Tianjin University in China, and Serve-Learn-Sustain, the Institute’s Quality Enhancement Plan. Through the Arts@Tech initiative, Bras seeks to integrate the creative and innovative thinking of artistic endeavors into the mindset and education of all our students.

A native of Puerto Rico, Bras completed undergraduate and graduate education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), culminating with a Doctor of Science degree in Water Resources and Hydrology. Prior to becoming provost at Georgia Tech in 2010, Bras was distinguished professor and dean of the Henry Samueli School of Engineering at the University of California, Irvine. For 32 years prior to joining the University of California, he was a professor in the departments of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences at MIT. He is past chair of the MIT faculty, former head of the Civil and Environmental Engineering department, and director of the Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory.

He has served as advisor to many organizations, including the National Science Foundation, National Research Council, and NASA. He is a former member of the U.S. Secretary of Energy Advisory Board.

Bras is past president of the hydrology section of American Geophysical Union (AGU) and is a former member of its board of directors. He also is a member of the board of trustees for the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, and is an emeritus trustee of the Foundation for Puerto Rico. He was also a member of Coursera’s Educational Advisory Board.

He is an elected member of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering, the Academy of Arts and Sciences of Puerto Rico, and is a corresponding member of the Mexican National Academy of Engineering and the Mexican National Academy of Sciences. He also is an elected Fellow of several professional organizations, including the American Geophysical Union, the American Society of Civil Engineers (of which he is a distinguished member), the American Meteorological Society, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. The Museum of Science Industry named Bras the 2014 National Hispanic Scientist of the Year.

Bras maintains an active international consulting practice. Until recently, he chaired a panel of experts that supervised the design and construction of a multibillion-dollar project to protect the City of Venice from floods. He also has published two textbooks, more than 225 refereed journal publications, and several hundred other publications and presentations. Bras and his wife, Pat, have two adult sons.
THE MACE
In academic ceremonies, the mace is an ornamental staff carried as a symbol of authority. The office of the mace bearer, though purely ornamental, dates back to medieval England when special occasions required the use of a bodyguard.
In colonial America, the mace became a symbol of office when it was used in conjunction with academic regalia.

The Georgia Tech mace carried in today’s ceremony was designed by Cabell Heyward, a former research scientist in the College of Design, and was first used in April 1988 at the presidential installation of John P. Crecine. The mace was fabricated by Heyward and Arthur Schoenfeld, who are both formerly with the Center for Assistive Technology and Environmental Access in the College of Design, in conjunction with Atlanta jeweler Robert Nagle. The mace was made possible by a gift from the Georgia Tech Student Foundation and the Class of 1934.

The primary focus of the mace is its three brass rods, which demonstrate the principle of “tensegrity,” a concept of structure combining tension and integrity developed by R. Buckminster Fuller in 1927. The integrity, or wholeness, of the mace is maintained by each of the rods being held in place by the tension of the steel wire; the rods do not touch one another at any point. The brass rods symbolize the three primary components of Georgia Tech’s mission: education, research, and service.

ACADEMIC REGALIA
The academic regalia worn by today’s participants is a colorful relic dating back to the Middle Ages, when education was a function of religious organizations. The monks’ habit and the cowl worn over their heads were predecessors of the modern black gowns and hoods. The mortarboard was developed from the skullcaps worn during medieval days by churchmen officiating at religious services.

In 1894, American universities standardized gown styles for the three different types of degrees. Doctoral candidates at Georgia Tech wear customized gold regalia with full rounded sleeves, velvet facings on the front, and velvet bars on the sleeves. Hoods are lined in Georgia Tech’s colors of white and gold. The doctoral hood is distinguished by its blue trim, which is the color representing philosophy. Doctoral candidates also wear a six-pointed tam in the same blue trim.

Master’s degree candidates wear the traditional black gown with full-length square sleeves that have a crescent-shaped piece hanging from each sleeve. The gowns are also adorned with the Georgia Tech seal. The master’s hoods are lined in white and gold and are distinguished on the outside by the color of their degree program. Recipients of the bachelor’s degree wear a similar black gown, but with no hood and no additional material at the bottom of the sleeves.

Caps used by master’s and bachelor’s graduates are traditional mortarboards, and tassels are white and gold.
ACADEMIC DEGREES

The Bachelor's Degree
The bachelor's degree is the oldest academic degree used by American colleges and universities. The degree, which represents completion of a four-year course of study, was first awarded in 1642 to the graduating class of Harvard College.

The Master's Degree
The master's degree represents the completion of one or two years of study beyond the bachelor's degree. The degree dates back to the oldest universities in Europe, and it usually requires a thesis and an oral examination.

The Doctoral Degree
The doctoral degree is the most advanced academic degree conferred by American institutions of learning. “Doctor,” which means teacher or instructor, was used as a title in the 12th century to denote men of great learning.

HONORS QUALIFICATIONS AND CORDS
Honor designations are for undergraduates at Georgia Tech who have met the minimum residency hours requirement of 60 hours, as well as the minimum GPA.

- To achieve honor, the minimum GPA is 3.15.
- To achieve high honor, the minimum GPA is 3.35.
- To achieve highest honor, the minimum GPA is 3.55.

Changes in honor status may also occur after final printing. Georgia Tech issues honor cords to recognize students' academic achievements. White cords denote honor, gold cords denote high honor, and a braided white and gold cord denotes highest honor.

INTERNATIONAL PLAN
The International Plan is a challenging four-year program that works in tandem with an undergraduate's academic curriculum to produce globally competent citizens. The International Plan utilizes existing study, work, and research abroad opportunities available through the Office of International Education and the Center for Career Discovery and Development.

COOPERATIVE PLAN
The Undergraduate Cooperative Education Program is an academic option designed to complement a student's formal education with paid, practical work experience directly related to the student's academic major. It is available in all engineering majors, as well as many majors in other colleges at Georgia Tech.

THE RAMBLIN' WRECK
The Ramblin' Wreck is the 1930 Ford Model A Sport coupe that serves as the official mascot. The Wreck is present at all major sporting events and student body functions. Its most noticeable role is leading the football team into Bobby Dodd Stadium at Historic Grant Field, a duty that the Wreck has performed since 1961.

THE WHISTLE
Tech’s iconic steam whistle blasts its signal when Tech wins a home football game and for milestone events.

BUZZ
Legendary Tech icon Buzz made his first campus appearance at a student pep rally in 1980. Over the past three decades, Buzz has gone on to become one of the most beloved — and globally recognized — university mascots.

IN MEMORIAM
We recognize the passing of members of the Georgia Tech community with the floral arrangement at the front of the stage.

GUEST DECORUM
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of excitement for individual graduates. Such expressions detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. Your cooperation is appreciated.
## Doctor of Philosophy

### ROBOTICS
- Konrad Jeffrey Ahlin  
  Advisor: Dr. Nader Sadegh
- Shing Shin Cheng  
  Advisor: Dr. Jaydev P. Desai
- Ariel Sebastian Kapusta  
  Advisor: Dr. Charles C. Kemp

### COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
- Bo Dai  
  Advisor: Dr. Le Song
- Jiajia Li  
  Advisor: Dr. Richard W. Vuduc
- Emily Rogers  
  Advisor: Dr. Christine E. Heitsch
- Piyush Kumar Sao  
  Advisor: Dr. Richard W. Vuduc
- Yichen Wang  
  Advisor: Dr. Le Song
- Fan Zhou  
  Advisor: Dr. Vladimir Koltchinsk II

### BIOINFORMATICS
- Cai Huang  
  Advisor: Dr. Fredrik O. Vannberg
- Nicholas Attila Kovacs  
  Advisor: Dr. Loren D. Williams
- Shengyun Peng  
  Advisor: Dr. Joshua S. Weitz
- Maria Juliana Soto Giron  
  Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos T. Konstantinidis
- Biao Zeng  
  Advisor: Dr. Gregory C. Gibson

### BIOENGINEERING
- Efrain A. Cermeño Blondet  
  Advisor: Dr. Andres J. Garcia
- Albert Cheng  
  Advisor: Dr. Robert E. Goldberg
- Ricardo Cruz Acuña  
  Advisor: Dr. Andres J. Garcia
- Jose Rodrigo Garcia  
  Advisor: Dr. Andres J. Garcia
- Tyler Scott Nelson  
  Advisor: Dr. J. Brandon Dixon
- Kirsten Helen Parratt  
  Advisor: Dr. Krishnendu Roy
- Daniel Akashi Porto  
  Advisor: Dr. Hang Lu
- Alex Schudel  
  Advisor: Dr. Susan N. Thomas
- Yoshitaka John Sei  
  Advisor: Dr. Yong-Tue Kim
- Scott B. Thourson  
  Advisors: Dr. Christine Payne and Dr. Craig R. Forest
- Marcus Anthony Walker  
  Advisor: Dr. Branislav Vidakovic
- Jason Lee Wang  
  Advisor: Dr. Robert E. Goldberg
- Dennis Wei Zhou  
  Advisor: Dr. Andres J. Garcia

### BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING/JOINT PROGRAM WITH EMORY UNIVERSITY AND PEKING UNIVERSITY
- Ni Su  
  Advisors: Dr. Krishnendu Roy and Dr. Ying Luo

### BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING/JOINT DEGREE PROGRAM
- Kyle Phillip Blum  
  Advisor: Dr. Lena H. Ting
- Elizabeth Anne Campbell  
  Advisor: Dr. Todd A. Sulchek
- Dwight McCoy Chambers  
  Advisors: Dr. Thomas H. Barker and Dr. Philip J. Santangelo
- Diego Sayed Dumani Jarquin  
  Advisor: Dr. Stanislav Emelinov
- Joan Fernandez Esmerats  
  Advisor: Dr. Hanjoong Jo
- Chad Michael Glen  
  Advisors: Dr. Melissa L. Kemp and Dr. Todd McDevitt
- Kevin Edward Lindsay  
  Advisor: Dr. Philip J. Santangelo
- Akia Nichelle Parks  
  Advisor: Dr. Mana O. Platt
- Eric Lee Pierce  
  Advisor: Dr. Ajit P. Yoganathan
- Erik Reinertsen  
  Advisor: Dr. Gari D. Clifford
- Giuliana Eva Salazar-Noratto  
  Advisor: Dr. Robert E. Goldberg
- Mary Caitlin Powell Sok  
  Advisor: Dr. Edward A. Botchwey
- In-Cheol Sun  
  Advisor: Dr. Stanislav Emelinov
- Liane Elizabeth Tellier  
  Advisor: Dr. Johnna S. Temenoff
- Janani Venugopalan  
  Advisor: Dr. Dongmei Wang
- Riley Thomas Zeller-Townson  
  Advisor: Dr. Robert John Butera

### ALGORITHMS, COMBINATORICS, AND OPTIMIZATION
- Daniel Christopher Elevated Blado  
  Advisor: Dr. Alejandro Toriello
- Sarah Cannon  
  Advisor: Dr. Dana Randall
- Tung Thanh Mai  
  Advisor: Dr. Vijay V. Vazirani
- Sadra Yazdanbod  
  Advisor: Dr. Vijay V. Vazirani
- Chi Ho Yuen  
  Advisor: Dr. Matthew H. Baker

### HUMAN-CENTERED COMPUTING
- Kayla Surry DesPortes  
  Advisor: Dr. Carl F. DiSalvo
- James Alexander Godwin  
  Advisor: Dr. John T. Stasko
- Clayton Jacob Hutto  
  Advisor: Dr. Eric E. Gilbert
- Charles Clinton Zeagler  
  Advisor: Dr. Melody M. Moore

### COMPUTER SCIENCE
- Jonathan Bidwell  
  Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth D. Mynatt
- Robert Chen  
  Advisor: Dr. Jimeng Sun
- Edward Choi  
  Advisor: Dr. Jimeng Sun
- Jing Dong  
  Advisor: Dr. Frank Dellaert
- Karim Ahmed Ahmed Ibrahim Habak  
  Advisors: Dr. Ellen Zegura and Dr. Mostafa H. Ammar
- Brian Paul Hrolenok  
  Advisor: Dr. Tucker R. Balch
- Ahmad Humayun  
  Advisor: Dr. James M. Rehg
- Ching-Kai Liang  
  Advisor: Dr. Milos Prvulovic
- Jongse Park  
  Advisor: Dr. Hadi Esmaeilzadeh
- Sunjae Young Park  
  Advisor: Dr. Milos Prvulovic
- Umashanthi Pavalanathan  
  Advisor: Dr. Jacob R. Eisenstein
- Kaaser Md Sabrin  
  Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos Dovrolis
- Payam Siyari  
  Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos Dovrolis
- Natesh Srinivasan  
  Advisor: Dr. Frank Dellaert
- Shamshuka Ramakrishna Vedantam  
  Advisor: Dr. Devi N. Parikh
- Bryan Joseph Wiltgen  
  Advisor: Dr. Ashok K. Goel
- Amir Yazdan Bakhsh  
  Advisor: Dr. Hadi Esmaeilzadeh
- Peng Zhang  
  Advisor: Dr. Richard Peng

### DIGITAL MEDIA
- Jean Ho Chu  
  Advisor: Dr. Ali Mazalek
- Thomas Nelson Jenkins  
  Advisor: Dr. Carl F. DiSalvo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Advisor(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC POLICY</strong></td>
<td>Jenna Kathleen Corwin McGrath</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Valerie Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE</strong></td>
<td>Ron Dwytatt Dempsey Jr.</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Willie Pearson Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rebecca Anne Watts Hull</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. William D. Winders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECONOMICS</strong></td>
<td>Qinyi Liu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Haizheng Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BUILDING CONSTRUCTION</strong></td>
<td>Minsoo Baek</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Baabak Ashuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jianli Chen</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Xinyi Song and Dr. Godfried L. Augenbroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUSIC TECHNOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>Juan Carlos Martinez Nieto</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Jason A. Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chih-Wei Wu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Alexander G. Lerch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING</strong></td>
<td>Jessica Lynn Harbour Doyle</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Catherine L. Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter James Hylton</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Catherine L. Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yongsung Lee</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Subhrajit Guhathakurta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fangru Wang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Catherine L. Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARCHITECTURE</strong></td>
<td>Andres Felipe Cavieres</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Charles Eastman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljilja Kascak</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Jon A. Sanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MANAGEMENT</strong></td>
<td>Lisa Lim</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Craig M. Zimring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pedro Alejandro Soza Ruiz +</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Sonit Bafna and Dr. Charles Eastman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myoung-Jin Chae</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Omar Vila Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youngmin Choi</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Suzanne Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jaeseok Lee</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Karthik Ramachandran and Dr. Cheryl Gaimon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karthik Babu Nattamai Kannan +</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Sridhar Narasimhan and Dr. Yu Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laurens Bujold Steed</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Brian W. Swider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minho Wang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Suzanne S. Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Di Yang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Xi Kaang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teng Tim Zhang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Cheol S. Eun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES</strong></td>
<td>Xin Cao</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Carol S. Puty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eryn Melissa Etel</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Martial Taillefert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ziming Ke</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Yuhang Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longlei Li</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Irina N. Sokolik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Giovanni Liguori</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Emanuele Di Lorenzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lucas Rampino Liuzzo</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Sven Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Douglas McDonald</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. James J. Wray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dongdong Yao</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Zhigang Peng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>Satya Balachander</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Francesca Storici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deanna Suzanne Beatty</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Mark E. Hay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shilpa Choudhury</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Matthew P. Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Josh Parris</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Frank J. Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chinar Kashinat Patil</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. J. Todd Steelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angela Viviana Pena Gonzalez</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos T. Konstantinidis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yusuf Mohammed Uddin</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Ingeborg Schmidt-Krey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MATHEMATICS</strong></td>
<td>Tongzhou Chen</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Martin B. Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John William Dever</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Jean V. Bellissard and Dr. Evans M. Harrell II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qingqing Liu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Christian Houdre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PSYCHOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>Shane Louis Scott</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Dan Margalit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xin Wang</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Yingjie Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chen Xu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Christian Houdre and Dr. Robert D. Foley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHEMISTRY</strong></td>
<td>Taylor Gray Allen</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Francis T. Durso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shivangi Jain</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Paul M.B. Verhaeghen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICS</strong></td>
<td>Benedikt Bruno Brandt</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Uzi Landman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Douglas William Bo</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Harold D. Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raj Gohil</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. David R. Ballantyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES</strong></td>
<td>Cale Michael Darling</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Francis T. Durso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cale Michael Darling +</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Fransis T. Durso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shivangi Jain</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Paul M.B. Verhaeghen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brandon Wallace Bakr</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. C. David Sherrill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Marie Beveridge</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Marger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessie D. Martin</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Randall W. Engle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Martinez</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Jenny L. Singleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelsey Lanier Merlo</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Howard M. Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Didem Pehlivanoglu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Paul M.B. Verhaeghen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jonathan Barnett Strunk</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Audrey L. Duarte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Samuel Douglas</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Michael F. Schatz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shane Joseph Jacobeen</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Peter J. Yunker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jean-Philippe Turmaud</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Walter A. De Heer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gable Marsh Wadsworth</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Harold D. Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wenbin Wei</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Jennifer E. Curtis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shangguo Zhu</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. Shina Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taylor Gray Allen</td>
<td>Advisors: Dr. Joseph W. Perry and Dr. Seth R. Marder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brandon Wallace Bakr</td>
<td>Advisor: Dr. C. David Sherrill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Udita Brahmachari
Advisor: Dr. Bridgette A. Barry

Aaron Thomas Calvin +
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth R. Brown

Yu Cao
Advisor: Dr. Joseph P. Sadighi

Wei-Ya Chen +
Advisor: Dr. John Z. Zhang

Vanessa Elisa Cox +
Advisors: Dr. Eric A. Gaucher and Dr. Loren D. Williams

Stephen Nicholas Cooke +
Advisor: Dr. M.G. Finn

Nicholas Tye Daugherty +
Advisor: Dr. Joseph P. Sadighi

Alexander Colin Elder +
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Michael Orlando

Zhishuai Geng +
Advisor: Dr. M.G. Finn

Chu Han
Advisor: Dr. David S. Sholl

Zachary David Hood +
Advisors: Dr. Younan Xia and Dr. Miaofang Chi

Lucas Robert Johnstone
Advisors: Dr. Joseph W. Perry and Dr. Carlos Silva

Hye Kyung Kim +
Advisor: Dr. Seth R. Marder

Chinmay Ravindra Kulkarni
Advisor: Dr. David M. Collard

Brett Derek McLarney +
Advisor: Dr. Stefan A. France

Brian Joseph Schmatz +
Advisor: Dr. John R. Reynolds

Brandon Lynn Sharp +
Advisor: Dr. Clifford L. Henderson

Bo Song +
Advisor: Dr. C.P. Wong

John Phillip Tillotson
Advisor: Dr. Joseph W. Perry

George William Ward
Advisor: Dr. Stefan A. France

Ryan Atlee Watson +
Advisor: Dr. Bridgette A. Barry

Corey Wayne Williams +
Advisor: Dr. Stefan A. France

Rylan Michael Webster Wolfe +
Advisor: Dr. John R. Reynolds

Zhibo Yuan
Advisor: Dr. Elsa Reichmanis

Xiaoling Zang +
Advisors: Dr. Facundo M. Fernandez and Dr. Maria Monge

Enbo Zhao
Advisor: Dr. Gleb Yushin

Shan Zhou +
Advisor: Dr. Younan Xia

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Wenjia Wang +
Advisors: Dr. Benjamin A. Haaland, Dr. Chien-Fu Jeff Wu, and Dr. Rui Tao

Xin Wei +
Advisor: Dr. Eva K. Lee

Yi Zhou +
Advisor: Dr. Guanghui Lan

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Alex Winfield Bryant +
Advisor: Dr. Naresh N. Thadhani

Ben Michael Deglee
Advisor: Dr. Melin Liu

Daniel Aaron Gordon +
Advisor: Dr. Gleb Yushin

James Arthur Iocozzia +
Advisor: Dr. Zhiqun Lin

Chandana Kolluru +
Advisor: Dr. Mark R. Prausnitz

Collen Ziwei Leng
Advisor: Dr. Mark D. Losego

Chun-Hao Lin +
Advisor: Dr. Vladimir V. Tsukruk

Alexander Mark Lohse +
Advisors: Dr. Karl I. Jacob and Dr. Edmond T. Chow

Jeffrey Luo +
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar

Ruiliong Ma +
Advisor: Dr. Vladimir V. Tsukruk

Yohan Park
Advisor: Dr. Joseph W. Perry

Anirudh Ramanujapuram +
Advisor: Dr. Gleb Yushin

Alicia Marie Glyn Rossi
Advisor: Dr. Surya R. Kalidindi

Ninad Makaran Shahane +
Advisors: Dr. Rao R. Tummala and Dr. Antonia Antoniou

Aaron Ellis Tallman +
Advisor: Dr. David L. McDowell

Young Jun Yoon
Advisor: Dr. Zhiqun Lin

Xujun Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Paul S. Russo

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Yang Cao +
Advisor: Dr. Yao Xie

Samaneh Ebrahimi
Advisor: Dr. Kamran Paynabar

Mina Plamenova Georgieva +
Advisors: Dr. Benjamin A. Haaland and Dr. Branislav Vidakovic

Satya Sarvani Malladi +
Advisors: Dr. Alan L. Erera and Dr. Chelsea C. White

Alborz Parcham-Kashani
Advisor: Dr. Alan L. Erera

Chih-Li Sung +
Advisors: Dr. Benjamin A. Haaland and Dr. Chien-Fu Jeff Wu

Tony Yaacoub +
Advisors: Dr. David Goldsman and Dr. Yajun Mei

Xiaowei Yue +
Advisor: Dr. Turgay Ayer and Dr. Chelsea C. White

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Burak Bagdatli
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Yu-Hung Chang
Advisor: Dr. Vigor Yang

Gokcin Cinar
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Debolina Dasgupta
Advisor: Dr. Tim C. Lieuwen

Seth Edward Gordon +
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Evan David Harrison
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Ju Hyun Kim +
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Yong Boon Kong +
Advisor: Dr. J.V.R Prasad

Kyuman Lee
Advisor: Dr. Eric N. Johnson

Mario Adam Lee
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Alexandra Cheryl Long +
Advisor: Dr. David A. Spencer

Shane Vincent Lympamy +
Advisor: Dr. Krishan K. Ahuja

Christopher Ryan McBryde +
Advisor: Dr. E. Glen Lightsey

Sanggyu Min
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Murali Gopal Muraleedharan
Advisor: Dr. Vigor Yang

Takuma Nakamura
Advisor: Dr. Eric N. Johnson

Leah Josefine Ruckle +
Advisor: Dr. Seth R. Marder

Peter Zane Schulte +
Advisor: Dr. David A. Spencer

Terry Hurley Stevenson
Advisor: Dr. E. Glenn Lightsey

Shiang-Ting Yeh +
Advisor: Dr. Vigor Yang
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Sireesha Aluri +
Advisors: Dr. Pradeep K. Agrawal, Dr. John D. Muzzy, and Dr. Carsten Sievers
Souryadeep Bhattacharyya
Advisor: Dr. Sankar Nair
Rui Chang +
Advisors: Dr. Mohan Srinivasarao and Dr. Elsa Reichmanis
Xu Du
Advisor: Dr. Yulin Deng
Weize Hu +
Advisor: Dr. Michael A. Filler
Benjamin Cole Hudson
Advisor: Dr. Anant K. Paravastu
Emily Louise Jackson-Holmes +
Advisor: Dr. Hang Lu
Yeon Hye Kwon
Advisor: Dr. Sankar Nair
Yang Liu
Advisor: Dr. David S. Sholl
Oluwadamilola Sanyaolu Phillips
Advisor: Dr. Paul A. Kohl
Anshuman Sinha +
Advisors: Dr. Matthew J. Realff and Dr. Yoshikai Kawajiri
Andrew G. Star +
Advisor: Dr. Thomas F. Fuller
Songcheng Wang
Advisors: Dr. J. Carson Meredith III and Dr. Sven B. Behrens
Chunjie Yoo
Advisor: Dr. Christopher W. Jones
Guanghui Zhu
Advisors: Dr. Christopher W. Jones and Dr. Ryan P. Lively

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Chloe Johansen Applegate +
Advisor: Dr. Irvis Tien
Natalia Hoffmann Cardelino +
Advisors: Dr. Kimberly E. Kurtis and Dr. Thomas Russell Gentry
Heng Chi
Advisor: Dr. Glaucio H. Paulino
Wencheng Jin
Advisor: Dr. Chloe F. Arson
Haobing Liu +
Advisor: Dr. Randall L. Guensler
Qi Liu +
Advisor: Dr. Juan C. Santamarina
Ajinkya Mahadeo Lokhande +
Advisor: Dr. Donald W. White
Genevieve Louise Foster Pezzola +
Advisor: Dr. Lauren K. Stewart
Yuanjie Shen
Advisor: Dr. Juan C. Santamarina
Zhonghao Sun +
Advisor: Dr. Juan C. Santamarina
Ougzhan Togay
Advisor: Dr. Donald W. White
Xiaojia Zhang
Advisor: Dr. Glaucio H. Paulino

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Josephine Taylor Bates +
Advisor: Dr. Armistead G. Russell
Eric Robert Johnston
Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos T. Constantinidis
Xiaoyang Meng
Advisor: Dr. John Crittenden

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Reza Abbaspour
Advisor: Dr. Muhammad S. Bakir
Nayel Elian Abmar
Advisors: Dr. Minoru Shinohara and Dr. Mark A. Clements
Hommoood Fahad Alrowais
Advisor: Dr. Oliver Brand
Tariq Abdulrahman Alshawi +
Advisor: Dr. Ghasan J. Al-Regib
Anvesha Amaravati
Advisor: Dr. Arjijit Raychowdhury
Mohammad Faisal Amir +
Advisor: Dr. Saibul Mukhopadhyay
Taha Ayari +
Advisor: Dr. Abdallah Ougazzaden
Rajatha Bhat +
Advisor: Dr. A. P. Meliopoulos
Juan Pablo Caram Wigdorsky
Advisor: Dr. James S. Kenney
Brandon Thell Carroll +
Advisor: Dr. David V. Anderson
Gong Chen
Advisor: Dr. John A. Capeland III
Hwan June Cho
Advisor: Dr. George Vachtsevanos
Hyunwoo Cho
Advisor: Dr. Xiaoli Ma
Daeyoung Choi +
Advisor: Dr. David S. Citrin
Victor Oge Chukwuka
Advisor: Dr. Santiago S. Grijalva
Bai Cui +
Advisor: Dr. A. P. Meliopoulos
Razi Dehghannasiri +
Advisor: Dr. Ali Adibi
Nicholas Carlton Gross
Advisor: Dr. Morris B. Cohen
Benoit Raymond Jacques Marie Hamelin
Advisor: Dr. Farrokh Ayazi
Brian D’Angelo Hayes +
Advisor: Dr. YuSun Chang
Eric Robert Hein +
Advisor: Dr. Thomas M. Conte
Nak-Seung Patrick Hyun +
Advisor: Dr. Erik I. Verriest
Fareed ud din Mehmood Jafri
Advisor: Dr. Anthony J. Yezzi
Jong Hwan Ko +
Advisor: Dr. Saibul Mukhopadhyay
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Ahmad Usman +
Advisor: Dr. Ali Adibi

Zhe Wang +
Advisor: Dr. Ghassan I. Al-Regib

Taimour Wehbe
Advisor: Dr. Vincent J. Mooney

Michael Joseph Doumit Wishon +
Advisors: Dr. David S. Citrin and Dr. Alexandre D. Locquet

Liya Wu
Advisor: Dr. Maryam Saeedifard

Kexin Yang
Advisor: Dr. Linda S. Milor

Qichen Yang
Advisor: Dr. Maryam Saeedifard

Jingting Yao
Advisor: Dr. Pamela T. Bhatti

Heechul Yoon
Advisor: Dr. Stanislav Emelianov

Aneeq Zia
Advisor: Dr. Irfan A. Essa

Muneeb Zia
Advisor: Dr. Muhammad S. Bakir

Jason Paul Zutty
Advisor: Dr. Aaron D. Lanterman

Srinivas Kumar Gowranga Hanasoge
Advisor: Dr. Peter J. Hesketh

Anurag Goyal
Advisor: Dr. Srinivas Garimella

Matthew Russell Henry +
Advisor: Dr. Andrei G. Fedorov

Yuanchen Hu +
Advisor: Dr. Yogendra K. Joshi

Kyungjin Kim
Advisors: Dr. Olivier N. Pierron and Dr. Samuel Graham Jr.

Kamil Kocak
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth A. Cunefare

Arkadeep Kumar +
Advisor: Dr. Shreyes N. Melkote

Byeongyu Lee
Advisor: Dr. Seung Woo Lee

Allison Jasmine Mahvi
Advisor: Dr. Srinivas Garimella

Alexis Christine Noel +
Advisor: Dr. David L. Hu

William Russell Rittase +
Advisor: Dr. Cheng Zhu

David Steven Samet +
Advisor: Dr. Suresh K. Sitaraman

Anh Vuong Tran
Advisor: Dr. Yan Wang

Zhiyu Wang +
Advisor: Dr. Christopher J. Saldana

Jonathan Wynne Warner
Advisor: Dr. Jonathan D. Rogers

Jiangtao Wu +
Advisor: Dr. Hang Qi

Ke Xiao
Advisor: Dr. J. Rhett Mayor

Zhequan Yan
Advisor: Dr. Satish Kumar

NUCLEAR AND RADIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

Joseph Mark Harms +
Advisor: Dr. Anna S. Erickson

Thomas Christopher Winter +
Advisor: Dr. Chaitanya S. Deo

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Christopher James Adams
Advisor: Dr. William E. Singhose

Ali Ameen Alsaiibie
Advisor: Dr. William E. Singhose

Pouya Asrar
Advisor: Dr. Yogendra K. Joshi

Kaikai Che
Advisor: Dr. Julia Meaud
Master’s Degree Candidates

Interdisciplinary Degrees

Master of Science

ANALYTICS
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Scheller College of Business, and the College of Engineering
Kumar Abhishek
John Abraham +
Madhu Babu Adiki +
Jamie L. Andrews
Mansi Arora
Terence Siu-Jung Au +
Rachel A. Black +
Nan Bu +
Sowmya Chakravarthi +
Nirmit Chetwani
Jayden Youngsik Cho +
Michael Joshua Cho +
Nicole Renee de Vries +
Kimi Ramesh Gala +
Allison Mae Giddings
Sam Jacob Goldstein +
Bhargav Gopalratnam +
Nicholas L. Grayson
Alyssa J. Griffin +
David W. Hutcherson II
Stephanie Janine Jennings +
Yaoong Jia
Seth Allyn Johnston +
Kyle Matthew Jurczak +
Eugene Ku Kang +
Imran Ali Khan +
Nitish Kholgade
Byron Byeong Kim
Olakunle J. Lawal
Wonhee Lee +
Tianyi Liu
Xinyi Liu
Yandi Liu
Jeh Nitin Lokhande
Justin Ma +
Felipe Augusto Martins Imanishi +
Ryan Henry Miller +
Miller James Mrosek +
Séoléne Muderhwa
Patrick Sullivan Murphy
Amogh Nalwaya
Chase Tyler Nicholson
Jihwan Oh
Chinmay Palande
Matthew William Parmelee
Emily Jean-Marie Parriott +
Imre Patyi
Juan Pablo Peche Altez +
Joseph Edward Phillips Jr.
Sagar Prasad Babu
Brian Austin Price +
Rachel K. Ramsay +
Addison C. Rogers +
Somrita Sarkar +
Srinivas Sekar
Aaok Ganesh Shanbhag
Beenapreet Kaur Singh
Shishir Suman +
Mengsha Sun +
William Lawrence Sweet +
Raghav Tandon
Douglas Morgan Trent
Nabila Usmani +
Rachel Lynne Van Fleet +
Duan Wang
MacKenzie Dawn Ward +
Mario Wijaya +
Jun Zhe Keith Woh +
Minghan Xu
Samuel T. Yusuf +
Daniel Zagyva +
Cong Du
Yingdi Gao
Amelia Marita Glauese
Hengzhe Guo
Quan Guo
Yuzhi Guo
Sixin He
Chirag Jain
Zhuo Jiang
Tian Jin +
Zhixian Jin
Hiromasa Kamezawa +
Daejin Kim +
Zheng Kuang
Han Li
Jiachen Li
Jidong Li
Wuchang Li
Xian Li
Yixing Li
Han Liu
Yutai Liu
Zhihang Liu
Wafa Louhichi
Benson Jer-Tsung Ma
Tianyu Nan
Hongsu Oh
Anthony Fitzgerald Patterson Jr. +
Shengyun Peng
Devan Labha Shanker Thanki
Haozheng Tian
Erol Unal
Nan Wang
Yifei Wang
Peijun Jasper Wu
Yang Wu
Feng Xiong
Bo Xu
Xiangyi Yan
Wenhui Yang
Sowmya Yellapragada
Zhuoran Yu
Cheng Zeng
Mianzhen Zha
Haopeng Zhang
Weiqiu Zhang
Zihao Zhang
Hansen Zhao
Yuanshuo Zhao
Weihin Zhu

QUANTITATIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE
Interdisciplinary with the Scheller College of Business, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering
Eduardo Arnoldo Aguilar
Daniel Robert Blachno
Quinn Todd Borkey
Yang Cao
Zhenduo Cao
Jasmine Ching Ying Chang
Vinita Chavali
Chen Cheng
Jai Deshmuk +
Daowen Ding
James Richard Fields
Samrangi Ghosh
Mikhail Girshfeld
John Austin Griffith
Rayan Kaizad Heerjee
John Thomas Higinbothom
Thomas William Howley
Qianchong Hu
Ruixin Jiao
Jongha Kim
Yao Kuang
Patrick L. La Fontaine
Xiaolu Li
Zebing Li
Yu Lin
Hu Liu +
Yuxin Liu
Suyang Lu
Zeyao Luan
Rachit Maheshwari
Joseph Patrick Mcdonough
Daniel C. Narciso +
Christopher Julian Owen
Rohit Ranjan
Vinodhan Ravichandran

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering
Victor Ayoola Awoderu
Kapilan Baskar
Jamie Rae Budai
Xun Cao
Anvesh Reddy Chennuru +
Mollene K. Denton
Yukun Ding

= Undesignated  + Summer Graduate
Nancy Razzouk
Yumeng Shen
Swapnil Ghanshyam Shendre
Aman Shishodia
Kshitij Singla
Harshad Sukalikar
Sushma A. Tatapudi
Visswanath Venkataraman
Zhengwei Wang
Sebastian Dante Weijerman
Xinhai Xie
Chengming Yuan
Rousen Zhou

HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, the College of Design, and the College of Sciences

Xiongxin Li +
Yilin Elaine Liu
Qiaochu Mu
Noah K. Posner +
Vedant Das Swain +
Linlu Zhou

BIOENGINEERING
Interdisciplinary with the College of Sciences and the College of Engineering

Kelly Elise Hyland +
Karthiga Mahalingam
Kyle Sean Milligan +
Jordan David Rehwaldt +
Jingting Yao

STATISTICS
Interdisciplinary with the College of Sciences and the College of Engineering

Jiangning Chen
Zixuan Cheng
Benyuan Huangfu
Kumbit Alexis Hwang
Binglun Li

Hangfan Li
Kaiyue Li
Tianyu Li
Yasaman Mohammadshahi +
John Tyler Nicholson +
Peilin Qu
Haoli Sun
Jong-Hwan Sun
Yifu Sun
Visswanath Venkataraman
Yuxuan Xin
Yujia Xue
Yifan Yang
Yuze Zhang
Xinge Zhao

College of Computing
Master of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ahmed Mohamed Abdalla
Philip Adama Abel
Miguel Alfonso Abreu Ortega +
Charles Ackley II +
Paul Thomas Adams
Sandep Adhikari
Malika Aggarwal
Abhinaya Agrawal
Varun Agrawal
Arturo Aguirre Escobar
Heidi Lawthorne Ahders
Zakariya Dawood Ahmad
Kihoon Ahn
Seunghwan Ahn
Qusai Bassam Saleam Al-Rabadi +
Ahmad Mohammad Aldabbagh
James Roosevelt Alexander
Mansour Ahmed Alharthi
Akeel Ali
Haytham Ali
Sayed Mohamed Sayed Ali
Sher Ali +
Tomas Aliaga
Reed Steven Allred
Suood A. Alroomi
Anthony Thomas Anderson
Chase Wharton Anderson
Samuel Justin Anderson
Seth Cameron Anderson
Andrew Agwot Angoyar
Ivan Antolic-Soban
Nathan Barry Argroves
Arathi Arivayutham
Anand Prakash Arya
Elroy Ashtian Jr.
Hassaan Bin Aslam
Eric Ryan Atchison
Zeya Aung
Jonathan William Axmann
Jagan M. Ayalasomayajula
Sreeram Ayalasomayajula
Yacine Azmi

Meghana Nagendra Babu
David H. Bailey
Timilehin Balogun
Gustave Alexander Bartuska
John Ellis Baskin
Robert Patrick Bates
Phillip Andrew Baxley
Mhd Wael Salim Bazzaza +
Jonathan Edward Beabout
EdwinMichaelBearss
Matthew Scott Becker
Navnit Krishna Belur
DamienAlixAlbertBenveniste
Daniel Uwe Bernal +
Charles Randall Bezit
Krishan Bhagat
Janaki Ratnakar Bhagwath +
Pooja Bhandary Shivanand
Tarun Bhatia
Ashwin Anupam Bhide
Shawn N. Biesan
Phillip Jackson Birmingham +
Allan R. Bittan
Stefan Bjelcevic
Jennifer L. Blase
Nicholas Blath
Thibault Boissin
Mugdha Arun Bondre
Brian Torrance Booker
Larry Andrew Booker +
Benjamin Allen Williams Booth
John Porter Borsi
Joey Bortfeld
Kenneth Paul Bowers III +
Zachary Evan Braun
Derek Michael Britt
Meagan Camille Brumbelow
Kirk Brunson
Robert Packard Bryant III
Luiz Tadeu Bucci
Jason L. Buoni +
Alexander Stephen Burch
Samuel Camp Burden
Nicholas Carter Burnett
Muzammil Mueen Butt
Aaron Michael Buxbaum +
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Master’s Degree Candidates</th>
<th>Master’s Degree Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoyu Cai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Leonidas Caldwell III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua David Calhoun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collin Ray Campbell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Cangcianno</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Bianca Carey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan R. Carpenter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Carr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chee Keong Chak +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael Yulan Chang Wu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavo Royer Chaurais</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangxu Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiameihui Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junru Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuo Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingguo Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ran Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shujie Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yihe Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Cheng</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Kok Chun Chia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Kang Jie Chia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shang-Tyn Chiang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Barton Childers III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravanan Chinnappa +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arjun Chintapalli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woo Yong Choi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shu-Ho Chou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Morgan Church</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick C. Chwalek +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sireesha Cinthala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Edward Clarke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Brian Clifford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Cary Cochran</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Connor Collins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Preston Cone +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Lee Corbett</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James McDonald Corbett Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Denny Cox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Ray Coykendall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Joseph Crefeld III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Arthur Crist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Colin Crowley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinaldo Cruz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingyu Cui</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Irene Cunningham +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jialing Xu Dailey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Craig Daimler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Ryan Dan +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corentin Dancette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raj Kripal Danday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varun Bharatkumar Dani</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Michael Dammamiller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Matthew Darnell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayan Das</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunitha Das</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshwant Dattatreya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Patrick Davenport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey L. Davidson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Austin Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Harold Denison</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Frances-Irene Depree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Harrison Dersch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chetan Deshpande</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deshraj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Renee Detering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Dinh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Cesar Balicat Docena</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josemaria L. Dolores +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael George Donaher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick James Donovan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Dovgan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Lee Drasher Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xueyou Duan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Rose Dunn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damian Alejandro Durruty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarmistha Dutta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Joseph Dyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Dymock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrien Lucas Ecowif +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooyong Seo Ee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eftychos Eftychiou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osarugue Laura Egharevba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Eiden +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdurahman Elkugia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hal Connor Elrod</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carleton David Ericson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Eric Erskine +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Charles Esposito</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Gen-Wei Eu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Michael Evers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longfei Fan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenjiang Fan +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei Fang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Marie Feeney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuanyuan Fei</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eldard Feldbeine +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeev Feldbeine +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Michael Fellows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Ferguson +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Alexis Fernandez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory H. Fina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Margaret Firey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin William Fishman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Richard Fitzgerald</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Cody Flesman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Garrett Fletcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory J. Flynn +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Joseph Ford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Mauricio Forero Carrillo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Fosco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sharpless Fox +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Patrick Frakes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyn-Marie Franklin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Llewellyn Freeman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Alain Fulton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Martin Gacutan +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roshan Gajurel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary John Gale-Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheng Hann Gan +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakshi Gandhi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jianan Gao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Alan Gerber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey John Gerena Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pico Geyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasti Gabel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probir K. Ghosh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Enrique Gil +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasif Lionel Gilbert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Gilden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Patrick Ginac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Moore Glaser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woo Chan Goh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Aaron Golden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korey Laurence Goode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor John Goodyear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susmita Gorai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Henry Gorges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Michael Gorman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Thomas Gow +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Joe Graber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rascive D. Grant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladimir Gueov Grantcharov +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy S. Green</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Katherine Greene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Michael Gregori</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddharth Gulati</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aakriti Gupta +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Esteban Gutierrez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irtaza Haider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayssam Hajar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sang Hyon Han +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michell Setyawati Handaka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pingling Hang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Daniel Hanley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Carl Hanselman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Joseph Harden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Dupre Hardy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen James Harvell +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takahisa Hasegawa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Michael Haw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Clinton Hedges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Heinze</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binaykiya Tanmay Hemant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Allen Henne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Mikel Hennis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Samuel Henriques</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Robie Herlihy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfonso Miguel Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Elias Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth ChiMing Hesser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Edward Hickey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talia M. Hicks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn M. Hiemstra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinya Hirata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lars-Ruben Hirsch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Tudeen Hoierman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Thomas Holcomb +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Andrew Holtzen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert James Houck +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Cory Wright</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi-Hsuan Hsieh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

∞ Undesignated + Summer Graduate
Andrea Chi-En Hu
Yilong Hu
Zhoujian Hu +
Margaret Yongchi Huang
Kasper Ulrich Hugentobler
Michael R. Hugman
Mahanth Shivanna Hulgur
Matthew Daniel Hull +
Hyemin Hwang +
Alan Raymond Hyde
Eric Brandon Ianni
Joseph Paul Ilijevich
Scott Alexander Israel
Ramesh G. Iyer
Kevin Andrew Jacobs+
Poornima Jagannath
Vijayananda Jagannatha
Chirag S. Jamadagni
Kevin Jonathan Jeyakumar
Xiaoying Ji
Yi Jiang
Yuge Jiao +
Saad Aslam Khan
Gleb Borisovich Kharko
Alina Khaybullina
Kanchan Khurad
Adam Michael Kibit +
Shamoon Kidwai +
Joshua B. Killingsworth +
Hyo Il Kim +
Hyunsoo Kim
Joonho Jonathan Kim
Junghyun Kim
Kyu Kim
Sehee Kim
Ethan Robert King +
Matthew Stetson King
Petr Kirkach
Adam Lee Klein
Spencer Glen Knight
Bryan Edward Kocol
Naveen Kodali
Nitin Kodialbail +
Vinayakumar Kolli +
Thimothe Konchou
Padma Prabhavathi Kondaveeti
Ahmed Abu Elfoutoh Korany
Mitchell Alan Kosier
Curtis Stanley Koster
Basker Kothandam
Venkatesh Krishnamoorthy
Mohanraj Krishnaraj
Matthew Lee Krueger +
Rishikesh Ramesh Kulkarni
Kevin Nicholas Kulp
Apoorv Kulshrestha
Ankit Kumar
Awanish Kumar Golwara +
Mohan Kumar Kumar
Holden James Kundrot +
Juan Carlos Kuri Pinto +
Tak Lung Kwan
James Aarron Kyle
Ofer Lahav
Jonathan William Lamberts
Christopher David Landry
Matthew Randal Larocca
Austen William Lauria
Vinh James Le +
Wei Le +
Victor Mario Leal Herrera
Changho Brian Lee
Charles Lee
Hsiang-Yun Lee
John Kyhuaee Lee
Kean Yong Lee
Seung Hoon Lee
Shih-Gian Lee
Stanton Benjamin Lee III +
Taeyoung Lee
Charity Lynn Leschinski +
Eric Morse Leschinski +
Ryan Scott Lewis
Chongzhang Li
Chun Wing Li
Fang Li
Grace M. Li
Jia Li
Jingwei Li
Shi Li
Xue Cong Li +
Yanfang Li
Gang Liao
Wei Liao +
Jonathan Elliot Licis
Bo Lin
Jin Lin
Ryan Francis Linnane
Yaroslav Litvak
Jian Liu
Jun Liu
Kai Liu +
Weiyang Liu
Yuan Liu
Juan Alejandro Llanes +
Crystal Y. Lo
Cheryl Lockett
Sachin G. Lohe +
Travis Benjamin Loncar
Tiago Prado Lone
Mariana Lopez Jaimez
Alexandre Miguel Ferreira Lourenco +
Alexis Pascal Lozano
Diego Ivan Lozano Trevino
Ruoran Lu
Yuan Lu
Hoyt Windell Luallen +
Yi Luan
Aleksandr Lukatskiy
Lu Luo +
Scott Patrick Lupton
Yogesh Luthra +
David William Lynch Jr.
Dennis Edgar Lynch +
Jennifer Sookman Ma
Shiliang Ma
Zachary Brian Maclejewski
Crispino Joseph Mahajan
Andrey M. Makhanov +
Suman Malani
Imroze Aslam Malik
Ryan Joseph Maloney +
Dilan Dushane Manatunga +
Caton W. Mande
John Lawrence Mansfield
Amin Michael Mansuri
Meghana Sree Manusanipalli
Nir Moshe Maoz
Kathleen Yoo-Ri Mareck
Daniel Saul Martinez +
Edardo Martinez
Gregoire Gustave Martini
Kenneth Ryan Matheis
Mansi Mathur
Nicholas James Maxwell
Sean George Maydwell
Robert Nelson Mays +
Karishma Vivek Mayur
Robert Alan McCarrier II
Samuel Joshua Mcconnell
Russell Vaughn McDiffett
James Michael McGarrah
Kenneth Edward McGrady Jr. +
James R. McKoon Jr.
Sean Michael McNeal
Michael James Meehan +
Qipei Mei
Jason Edward Melton +
Gregory Matthew Meltzer
Nidhi Nirmal Menon
Ryan Scott Mertz
Adenea J. Mignogna
Michael David Milbank
Matthew Lowell Miller
Robert Ashley Miller
Taylor Janae Million +
Clifford Min
Jered Mitchell
Devaj C. Mitra
Brent Robert Mitton +
Chandrika Mohith +
Maksood Mohiuddin
Anshul Mohnot +
YahNica Cherí Montford
David Jesse Moody III
Wayne Markeis Moore
Juan Jose Morales Urrutia
Kristin Michelle Morgan
Luke Andrew Morrill
Kepha Mogire Mose
Christopher Charles Mossell +
Yuxuan Mu +
Felix Bastian Mueller +
Samuel Peter Muir
James Gustaf Mullenbach
Benjamin Mumm +
Joseph Robert Munoz
Girish Narayanan Murali
John Michael Murray +
Sarvenaz Laussermair Myssicki
Krishna Mohan Rao V. Nadimetla
Joseph Benjamin Nadler
Joseph Daniel Naegle
Subhadeep Nag +
Athira Balasubramanian Nair
Sunil Nair
Prasanna Srinivasan
Narasimhan +
Michael Brian Nation
Or Neeman
Andrey Naydenov Nenkov
Heather Lakota Newman
Cuong Tu-Manh Nguyen
Hieu Minh Nguyen
Ngoc Huu Nguyen
Thang V. Nguyen +
Vinh Xuan Nguyen
John Nikicicz
Fangkun Ning
Kai Niu
Tabeth Beni-Aristin Nkangoh +
Daniel Roy Norris +
Miles Hilton Nosler
Christopher William Noyes +
Adam Christopher Nutt
David Patrick O’Brien
Daynell Sheldon O’Connor
Hunter Roberts Oehrtman
Gaurav Ojha
Brian Paul Olson
Nay Oo
Hector Manuel Ortiz-Mena
Brandon Gregory Overall
Richard Grove Pace
Jyothi Bhavana Panchumarthy
Vaibhav Pandey
Kadeem Juan Pardue
Mark Russell Parrish
Hitesh Amritlal Patel
Mehul Babubhai Patel
Sunny Jitubhai Patel
Ryan Gibbs Peach
Alexander George Peattie
Esaías Alberto Pech Aguilar
Diego Martin Perilla
Kevin Dunn Perry
Vincent Joseph Petaccio II
Evan Petrie
Unmesh Phadke
Duc Minh Pham
Wendy Elizabeth Pifer
Rohan Ramesh Pillai
Eduardo Pimentel
Tyler Kyle Pitchford
Rohit Pramod Pitke
Cody Wayne Pope
Bharat Prabhakar
Bijaya Kumar Pradhan
Sudhanshu Kishore Prasad
Tammy Lynn Preuss +
Rithvik Pudota
Tony Pun
Kiran Kumar Purandara
Christopher Ross Purcell
Vladimir Pyagay
Shuyu Qu +
Yu Qu
Verun Rahimtoola
Aравind Rajamani
Adarsh Ramanathan
Keshav Ramani
Ramesh Ramasubramanian +
Rahul Ramkumar
Salvador Mario Randazzo
Sumit Ranjan
James William Rappazzo
Harshan Rathnam +
Adhithya Ravishankar
Neetha Ravishankar
Robert Stewart Reagan
Ashok T. Reddy
Barrie Allen Reed
Kyle Reeve +
Sarin Regmi +
Tian T Ren
Yali Ren
Yagnesh A. Revar +
Fatima Rashid Riaz
Daniel Ray Rich
Ian Thomas Richards
Jamie Lee Richgels
Thomas Christopher Ring
Jack Carlton Roberts III
Jewel Otis Roberts III +
Michael Stephen Rougeux
Jean Michel Rouly
Tom Robin Ruclke
Sena Sahin +
Akshay Sahu
Jyoti Saini
Dhruv Saksera
Hernando Salas +
Nick Salerni
Gautam Vijay Salhotra +
Genaro Felix Salierno
Akshay Salpekar
Asdaq M. Samir +
David Robert Sanders
Alekandr Sandrovskii
Udit Sarin
Lauren Nicole Saxton
Justin Robert Schlemm
Erin Michelle Schmidt
David Scott Schultz
William Judson Scott
Tony Seing
Christopher R. Serrano
Jin Sha
Michael Thomas Shamberger
Shambhu Sharan
Omar Mansoor Sharifali
Adhaa Sharma +
Akshay Sharma
Nicholas Robert Shea
Qiang Sheng
Hao Shi
Jun Shi
Yan Kathy Shi
Shruti Sanjay Shinde
Zedd Michael Shmais
Nikki Shrestha
Isaac Pereira Tavares Silva +
Michael K. Silva Jr.
Joshua Kyle Silverman
Jiya Singh
Prashanth Sivasankaran
Payam Siyari +
Adam Michael Smith
Christopher Lyle Smith
Phillip Andre Smith
Turner Alexander Smith
Uvernes A. Somarriba +
Lingyan Song +
Abhishek Kamlesh Soni
Oluwatosi Sonuyi
Dennis German Sosa
Caleb August Southern +
Shivendra Srivastava
Susan Jennifer Stachoewiak +
Christopher Robert Stevens
David Allen Stevens
Evan Scott Stohlmann
Timothy Brandon Storm

∞ Undesignated + Summer Graduate
Devan Stormont
Teresa Marie Stout
Philip Andrew Strawser
Yijin Su +
Kowsalya Subramanian
Mi Sun
Yu Sun +
Sohyun Sora Sung
Rafay Abdul Syed
Rob Sylvester +
Andy Tsu Liang Tan +
Jin Dong Tang
Benjamin Parker Tankersley
Xin Tao
Michael Darius Tehranian
Nezir Teke
Kaloyan Georgiev Tenchov +
Vaibhav Vinay Tendulkar
Eviatar Tenne
Brian David Terczynski
Enzo Christian Salomon Testa
Derek Colin Thayer +
Calvin William Thomas
Emmanuel Sebastien Thomas
Shaun Thompson
Ling Tian
Jason Bartlett Tiller
Richard B. Tilley
Nabin Chandra Tiwari
Ferdi Tjandra
Cory Alexander Todd
Venkat Abhishek Tondehal
Victor Hugo Torres Ayala
Carlos Touzett Elias +
Melissa Ann Aiko Toy
Kevin Tran +
Ngoc T. Tran
Patrick A. Trapasso
Alexander Trusov +
Ching-Kwok-Charles Tsang +
Bradley Aaron Tucker
Badari Udupi HindumadHAV
Rajendra Ugrani
Malik Muhammad Umer +
Ananta Upreti
Timothy Armstrong Upthegrove
Joseph Michael Urciuoli
Ejiroghene Toluope Uhriafe +
Mohammed Shariq Usmani
Kenna Clarence Uzowike
Jalil Vaidya
Russell Edward Van Dam
John Thomas Van Wagenen
Peter Andrew VanNess
Joji Varghese
Tucker William Vason +
Govin Vatsan
Ramnarayan V.S. Vedam
Sneha Venkatachalam
Lohith Venkatesh
Ibis Verson
Juan Carlos Vizueta +
David John Von Donlen +
Matthew Allen Wagner
Morcos Wahba
Phillip Walker
Jacob David Walsh
Robert Duane Walters
Lipeng Wan
Weiyu Wan
Chenchen Wang +
Di Wang
Joy Xin Wang
Lei Wang +
Lei Wang +
Lu Wang
Peiding Wang +
Shefang Wang
Xiaoxi Wang
Yichuan Wang
Patrick Austin Ward
Tyler B. Wear +
Harry Ryan Weaver
Brandon Christopher Webb
Kevin Andrew Weed +
Lawson Hunter Welborn
Dennis Wen +
Yuanyuan Weng
Ryan Westfall
Gregory Scott Whittier +
Raymond Augustus Wickershams
Jason A. Wilkinson
Daniel R. Williams
Jake Williams
Kerry Ross Wilson
Mark Wilson
Grant Winslow Windes
Christopher Alan Wolf +
Matthew John Wollerman II
Hugh Andrews Woltzen Jr.
Yeab Meheret Wondimu +
Chiu Kwok Wong
Chun F. Wong
Justin Matthew Ng Wong
Ken Rong Kuen Wong
Joshua Woo +
Chi-Lin Wu
Chiamin Wu
David Shaw-Gene Wu
Jesse Timothy Wu
Ting Shuo Wu
Thomas Joseph Wyrick
Zhihui Xie
Zhikun Xing
Li Xu
Purshotam Singh Yadav +
John Andrew Yahirol
Jing Yan
Chao Yang +
Alwyn Yeo
Ji Hyung Yi
Ketao Yin
Jason Yip
Ngar Dat Arthur Yip
Chris Seokbo Yong
Amal Younes
Christopher Sean Young +
Calvin K. Yu
Quan Yuan
Christopher Michael Zagar +
Paul Anthony Zakas
Paul Zeng +
BaoFeng Zhang +
Han Zhang
Jiawei Zhang
Kaidi Zhang +
Rui Zhang
Shimin Zhang
Tommy Zhang
Xia Zhang
Yongyi Zhang
Yuhan Emma Zhang
Jun Zhao
Huarui Zheng +
Jianzheng Zheng
Jincong Zheng
Bo Zhou +
Yuansheng Zhou
Kun Zhu +
Ningmu Nathan Zou
Travis Joseph Zoucha
Brent Vance Zucker
Lingkai Zuo

Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Master of Science

ECONOMICS
Erik Bijan Alexander +
Yifen Chen
Eren Cifci +
Haoliu Dai +
Sam Jacob Goldstein +
Song Guo
Kyle Andrew Jones +
Fedor M. Klimov +
Oscar Aldo Martinez +
Shannon Patricia Murray +
Kirti Prabhatkar
Yuwei Wang
Mingshi Zhu +

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Kyle Emerson Sledge

DIGITAL MEDIA
Abigail G. Golfo +

HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE
Amanda Almeida Domingues +
PUBLIC POLICY
Darian T. Agnew
DeAnna Michelle Brown
Jillian Lee Stevens

College of Design
Master of Science

MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
Erik Ryan Bailey
Simon Joaquin Clopton
Richard Goldthwait
Rama Karlapalem
David Benjamin Lemco
Dominique Maurice Mathis +
Jose L. Sanchez-nunez

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Spandana Anand +
James Lawrence Cunningham +
Matthew Wayne Leonard +
Duoduo Lin +
Jian Pang
Evan Alexander Walker +

URBAN DESIGN
Mariam Abdalla Matar Alzaabi +
Sam Stephen Raj Baskar +
Jiho John Choi
Thomas Coston Dickinson
Tejas Kishor Khandekar +
Tianqi Ling +
Karen Niranjana Rebecca Vijayanand +
Bowen Xue +
Zeyue Yao +
Wenyue Zhang +

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Yongliang He

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Yilin Elaine Liu
Chenan Ni +

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Ipsitha Bayapu
Shahabodin Bitarafan +
Mauricio Cepeda Jaimes
Simon Joaquin Clopton +
Sweta Rohan Dabir
Tushar Dhamani
Kadja-liou Diallo
Dhwanil V. Doshi
Urvashi Gupta
Sambhav Navinkumar Jain
Rida Klink
Sooraj Kumar
Tommy Kurniawan
Ratan Lal
Wei Chen Lin
Ali Mohammad
Jonghun Park
Aesha Rajesh Patel
Swarnalaskhmi Ramalingam
Prakhar Sahu
Akash Pankit Shah
Sulekha Singh
Demetrius Antwon Smith
Gitanjali Tiwari
Chirag Venkatesan
Tevin Corey-Hunter Washington +
Duo Xu
Vikas Yelagandula

ARCHITECTURE
Andres Felipe Cavieres +
Tanushree Charan
Chao Dang +
Tianjing Guo
Sohail Haroon +
Yifan Li +
Mengye Liang
Ruicong Liu

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Sean Christopher Miller
Sounok Sarkar
Pedro Alejandro Soza Ruiz +
Xueying Wang
Jinglin Yang
Yuancao Zhao
Yueyue Zhou

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Yongliang He

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION—GLOBAL BUSINESS
Anand Amirineni
Kyle Timothy Armour
Denardo Jamaal Basden
Rajanikanth Boini
Frederick John Boyd
Leonard Carl Boyer II
James Oscar Butler Jr.
Kaltrina Baraliu Carney
Ebrima M. Cham
Jennifer Lynette Dennis
Swapnil Deshpande

Robert Jason Dowdy
Hunter Mathews Dreidame
Christel Dionne Embry
Angela Marie Etheridge
Eric Fender
Alexandra Fotos
Christopher James Frazer
Jordon Reecce Gofourth
James Douglass Goodwin Jr.
MacMillian Rea Grainger
Patrick James Guerin
Stephan Hardt
Pooja Ambrish Hardy
Khatera Hashuri
Cecilia Holman
Gregory Allen Hutcheson
Ankur Jain
Vishal Kandachiya
Daniel Ray King
Tona Monique Kirby
Lindsay Leigh Koch
Manish Kumar
Michael Leovonia Lamb II
Torrae Nicole Lawrence-Mitchell
Shannon Lindley
Rupesh Manugula
James Martin III
Jeevan Zachariah Mathew
James W. McNair
Reveca Joann Mladenoff
Michael Blake Moody
Neena Musti
Kelli Danielle Pardo
Maureen Gail Portee
Gabriel Miguel Alejandro Prado
John Sergeant Puckett
Robert Alan Rodden
Joshua Scott Rogers
Karina Romero
Ignacio Joserra Rossani-Ortega
Francina Launette Rutledge
Jigesh Saheba
Steven Duane Schnuelle
Chaithra Shekar
Alex Reza Soltani
Mahsa Soltani

= Undesignated + Summer Graduate
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Elkyaer Torres Avila
Alycia Eleanor Waller
Paul Michael Webber
Benjamin Richard White
Jason Patrick Wolfe

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
IN MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

Mohamed Ahmed Arafa
Mark Garland Bailey
Shaw G. Brown
Jake Dalton Bunn
Jorge Andres Castelo Grijalva
Ramprasad Krishman Chenchu
Ryan Joseph Clay
Marcello Castagna Clo
Parisia Gwencialis Clyburn-Patton
Rasheed Malik Cottman
Ryan Edward Crandall
Alexander Kramer Perrin Crumpler
Cajjie McGaha Dickey
Scott Garrison Farester
Daniel Jacob Frye
Jacob Moshe Gelbaum
Ali Reza Ghani
Luis Fernando Gomez
Jeffery Wade Guiley
Kunal Gupta
Ashleigh Suzanne Hayman
Kenneth Byron Hoffman
Lori Gunby Hosea
Ronald Fitzgerald Johnson
Mitzi Danielle Jones
Kevin Yun Kim
John Michael Kington II
Saket Kumar
Thomas A. Lesnik
Brittany Lane Lucas
James E. Lyons
David Harrell Martinez
Brandon Lyle Melton
Mark Adam Miller
Brian Anthony Moorman
Raghavendra Mumundi
Srividhya Nallamani
Harichandan Nidumukkala
Wendy L. Niebank
Matthew Gary Ockwell
Leke A. Ogundepo
Alexander Robert Perroy
Yuvaraj Raju
Benardo Stevon Richardson
Mark Joseph Robertson Jr.
Christopher Sanchez
Srinivasa Rao Sayana
Vince Vinod Shah
Garrett Thomas Shaw
Alexander Kyle Spradling
Sonja Vernita Stanley
Jeffrey Michael Taves
Dwight LaDon Thomas
Chelsea Herring Titus
Diego Palliser Tuleski
Lakshman Tulsiram
Amoolya Vishal Upadhyay
Ilija Uzelac
Vasu Vasili
Rebecca Jane Von Der Heide
Zaheer Aziz Wadhwania
Elizabeth Nickerson White
Laura Elizabeth Wingler
Huiqun Zhang

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Corey Dan Alford
David Manuel Alvarez
Austin Daniel Anderson +
Todge Charles Aumiller +
Mohammad Awais
Shaughn Michael Balezentes
Brittany Danielle Beard
Natalia A. Beinenson
Andrew Marcus Benjamin +
Joshua David Blasdel
David George Boyer
Richard Cody Bruggemann
Andrew Robert Burkholder
William Tennent Campbell +
Po Wei Chan
Tatenda Chavhunduka
Justine Tingshou Chen
Raymond Chu
Ginah Veronica Colon
David Paul Conti
Brian Jeffrey Cosgrove +
Victoria Nicole Custodio
William Russell Darnell +
Matthew Thomas Davis
Diane Lee Dennis
Tashi Nicole English +
Farrah Mariann Fakhraee
Jamesha Dichelie Foote
Hallie Rose Ford
Colette M. Fournier
Elizabeth Locke Franzetti
Kyle Mark Galinski
Adam C. Gerson +
Graham E. Gintz
Alexandra Danielle Glass
Christina Meyers Grajewski
Crystal Jean Haidasiak +
Charles A. Hardin
Megan Elizabeth Houlihan
Christopher Lee Hunter
Rebecca Joy Hutchins
Mark Anthony Johnson +
Peter McCarthy Johnson
Tyler Wade Johnson +
Jerel Armoné Jordan
Marie Stephanie Kamwa Pouomegne
Matthew Brittain Keiser +
Hee Jin Kim +
Hunter Christopher Lainhart
Robin Peter Liang +
Samantha Maylin Lie Tjauw +
Jinrui Liu
Carolanne Lucile Lott
Daniel C. Ludin
Davis Lee Lukens
Abdul Basit Mandhai +
Geoge Patrick Marshall
Dominique Maurice Mathis +
Jessica Lynn McBride +
James Richard McCormick
René Osborn Meadors
Kathryn Elise Morgan +
Christopher Dean Olinde +
Suliat Oyindamola Oluosanya
Benjamin Trent Perkins
Daniel Edward Pratt
Daphnee Simone Iris Richard ∞ +
Arianna Tianzyu Robinson
Wesley Raymond Robinson
Alejandro Rothschild
Rebecca Marie Royster
William J. Ruffin
Victor Sanchez Bande
Arturo De Jesus Santa Ruiz
Emily Ann Sato +
Joshua Rian Saylor +
Ryan J. Scallan +
Jacquelyn Renée Schneider
Robert Schnittman
Paula Daniellie Sheynerman
Curren Daniel Shorte
Paul Joseph Skelton
Kevin Gregory Strika
Mark Alexander Sweat +
Stephanie Lynne Travis
Cory Louis Tripp
Hannah Quinn McDaniel Tripp
Christina Liggett Tse
Murat Unal ∞ +
Andrew S. Walker +
Marcus Alexander Walker
Phillip M. Wathen +
Connor Welborn
Jessica Wang Westby
James McNall Williams
Matthew J. Williams +
Christopher Raymond Winter +
Stanford Davis Wood
Xin Xue +
Albert George Yang +
Richard Gustav Zepernick III
College of Sciences
Master of Science

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Mingyu Ji
Zachary Christopher Meeks
Linghan Zeng

PSYCHOLOGY
Taylor Baldwin
Kenny Lane Hicks +
Brittany Elise Noah +
Faaiqa Atiyya Shaw

BIOLOGY
Rachana Adhikari +
Juan Camilo Castro Gordillo +
Cristian Voicu Crisan
Jennifer Diane Iacono
Gyumin Kang
Cara Lin +
Mikhail M. Melomed +
Andrew Paul Schneider +
Ting Wu

BIOINFORMATICS
Kunal Agarwal
Dongjo Ban
Genevieve Rose Brandt
Tomas Bruna
Harshini Chandrashekar
Saurabh Gulati
Ragy Haddad
William Thomas Harvey
Yuntian He
Rong Jin
Jane J. Lew
Junyu Li
Jiani Long
Jui Chang Lu
Wilson N. Martin III
Shrey Mathur
Yusuph Mnaya Mavura
Brian Benjamin Merritt
Christopher Michael Monaco +
Sini Nagpal
Yihao Ou
Prachiti Prakash Prabhu
Wenyi Qiu
Vishnu Raghuram
Beatriz Eugenia Saldana Farias
Ayush Semwal
Nirav Nimesh Shah
Sarthak Sharma
Mohit Manoj Thakur
Stephen Mandis Wist
Kai Yuan +
Qinyu Yue
Qinwei Zhuang

MATHEMATICS
Natalie Christine Brown
Jiangning Chen
Christopher R. Dular
Bharath Hebbe Madhusudhana
Qianli Hu
Xu Jin +
Changong Li +
Vishal Murali
Haoyan Zhai

PHYSICS
Natalie Christine Brown
Corey Douglas Brummel-Smith +
Brian Thomas Cook +
Brian Matthew Day +
Thomas Cooper Day
Elizabeth Simpson Grace +
Shengnan Huang
Yanyan Ji
Krishma Singal +
Danielle Ruth Skinner +

CHEMISTRY
Frida Buitron Cabrera
Robert Raymond Demont
David Vincent Donadelinger
Jonathan Josué Flores
Guanyao Fu
Kelly Marie Jacobson
Melony Achieng Ochieng
Kevin O. Omolo +
Cole Stapleton
Michelle Hana Womack +

College of Engineering
Master of Science

BIOMEDICAL INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Temiloluwa Adeniyi +
Tushar Agarwal +
Nadia Hosain Alam +
Amulya Amada Kumar +
Agnes Arrinda +
Shadi Ashtarolnakhai +
Nicholas P. Bello +
Amrita Bhownick +
Michael Ray Chen +
Anshuj Deva +
Madeline Lee Farris +
Kathleen Ana Gonzalez +
Ananya Gupta +
Christianna Lanae Imken +
Jacqueline Christy Kim +
Adam James Majka +
Rachel Malva Gomes +
Stephen C. McClain +
Liuyi Meng +
Jiaqi Qian +
Stuti Sagar +
Carson Daniel Schaff +
Jyuthika Prabha Prabhudesai +
Jiaqi Qian +
Stuti Sagar +
Carson Daniel Schaff +
Jyuthika Prabha Prabhudesai +
Haris Naseem Shekhani +
Prity Singh +
Sanjana Kishan Singh +
Arthur Hartie Spence III +
Amirah Jehad Suleiman +
Iordache Florinel Tirdea +

MANUFACTURING LEADERSHIP
Robert Anton Brice +
Chad James Crumley +
Amanda Lee Kennon +
Dannemiller +
Allison Krache Giddens +
James Harry Haun Jr. +
Zuleika Oquendo Diaz +
Ronnie Darnell Rochell +
Phillip Edward Slesinski +
Frederick Joseph Stokes +
Eric Dewight Taylor +
Matthew Robert Vaughn +
Douglas William Wells +

APPLIED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Brad J. Anderson +
Drew Shaw Dutcher +
Genna Elise Gold +
Zachary Lee Golosov +
Sean Andre Higgins +
Tommy Nguyen Huynh +
Alejandro Luis Lam Fong +
Ian Bolivar LeFranc +
Peter Yves LeNoaeh +
Jobi Mathew +
Raef Rafik Mikhail +
Kody Edward Oppedahl +
Joseph Bernard Penick Jr. +
Carlos Javier Prieto +
Wildon Matthew Rentz +
Jose Luis Rojas Camarillo +
Luis Sebastian Rojas Traxis +
Carlos Salazar Schiattino +
Donald Joseph Salls III +
Robert Matthew Schnurr +
Jordan Shields +
Iian Shane Tolbert +
Michael Jonathan Wallace +
Todd Lavan Watson +
Bradley William Whitaker +
Kevin Chee Chiang Wong +
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SUPPLY CHAIN ENGINEERING
Niithsh Agarwal
Shayan Karim Ali +
Chhaya Arora +
Varinthorn Banjurtrungkajorn +
Romain Jerome Damien Bedat
Alfredo Alejandro Canton Singh +
Jeanarios Antonio Chen +
Tzu-Ying Chen +
Alejandro Antonio Chew
Visarat Chokechalermwat
Dulcidio Emilio De La Guardia Viggiano +
Larissa Del Toro Sanchez
Arne Dieckmann +
Yi Ding +
Bhavya Divvela
Asmae El Hirache
Sana Fathima +
Carlos Alberto Garcia Espinosa +
Ernesto Antonio Gonzalez +
Samuel C. Herbert +
Julian Michael Edward Howley +
Jie Huang
Nikhil Jain
Matthew Shon Jordan +
Luis Juarez Mejia
Pralav Kumar +
Prateek Kushwaha +
Aashit Manchanda
Lydia Febrina Mangiwa
Felipe Matheson Pivecvic +
Nicholas Colwell Munoz +
Jisoo Park
Zhou Peng
Chawin Poenateetai
Kumar Rajarshi
Christian Matthew Rivera
Deeksha Russell
Namrata Raghu Sanil +
Camille Shao
Jiaming Sun
Dhiraj Swarnkar +
Yiru Tang +
Yong Xun Toh +
Felipe Rodrigo Vasquez Bravo +
Andres Vega
Nachiappan Velappan
Suraj Vissa
Yuyan Wang
Haotian Wu +
Yulun Wu
Han Xu
Jiakun Xu
Wanchun Yang
Jiali Zhao
Sipeng Zheng
Yue Zhu

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Anthony Nicholas Corsten

MEDICAL PHYSICS
Christopher B. Bayer +
Serdar Charyyev
Bryce Vern Murray
Caleigh Evelyn Hollister Samuels +
Alexander James Stanforth
Gary Regan Stinnett

HEALTH SYSTEMS
Meiyi Guo
Alexander Sing-Yearn Ng
Diem Chau Tran
Zola Alene Zalesky Lopeman

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Maxwell Donald Hill
Jacob W. Inman
Richard Wendell King III
Vedant Kiritkumar Mehta
Gregory Roland Peacock
Gustavo Sigwalt Horn Pereira
Nicholas Austin Piper +

ENGINEERING SCIENCE AND MECHANICS
Kathrin D. Hoffmann

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Shiladitya Banerjee
Beste Basciftci +
Shannon P. Buckley
Maximiliano Enrique Cubillos
Juan Pablo Delgado
Yuan Dong
Kimberly Carter Duane
Shubhayan Ghoshal
Catharina Hollauer
Ziyu Jia
Jiyong Kim
Christopher Koetas
Albert Li
Ke Ma
Zachary Christopher Meeks
Joy Narang
Dustin William Shaffer
Alexandra Elizabeth Sullivan
Can Wang
Tianlong Xu
Qiming Xuan +
Yu Yang
Enpeng Yuan

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Wencang Bao
Guilhem Marie Andre Pierre Bau
Jayesh Prafulla Bhat
Benjamin Jin Choi
Pierre Faure +
Carston Clare Feigleson +
Mohamad Omar Fleifel
Yuan Gao
Kusumaker Gupta
Jhen-Yi Hong
Chao-Yu Hung
Sunil Shankar Jaishankar
Akshay Anshul Khatri
Yu-Ming Kuo
Su Li
Lisa Yi Liu
Satya Sarvani Malladi +
Jan Moellmann +
Aniket Anil Mohgaonkar

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Marlin Bausum Ballard III
Timothy Charles Banning +
Noah Adam Alpern Bern
Seán Franklin Bogaert
Federico Bonalumi
Kyle Robert Carnahan
Patrick Francis Cassidy
Cheryl Elizabeth Chan
Austin W. Claybrook +
James P. Clinton Jr.
Carter Chase Crouch
John Anthony Davis
Yann Pierre Francois De Luca +
Rohan Dhiren Desai
Darryl Thomas Dickey
David Carlton Dickson
Clarence Jack Du +
Florence Duveiller
Hallie Rose Ford
Lisa Marie Gammon
Fan Geng
Robert Joseph Hetterich +
Manon Danielle Veronique Huguenin
Dat Huynh
Patsy Jammal
Lourenço Jara de Carvalho Vale de Almeida
Hiromasa Kamezawa +
Miad Karimi +
Steven Matthew Kestler
Jin Hyuk Kim
Jan Filipe Kiviah +
Michelle Ku
Vaibhav Kumar +
MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

**ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING**

- Shengtao Jiang
- Shui Jing
- Jiaxin Li
- Xiaoyu Li
- Heyeing Liu + Qianyu Liu
- Jeffrey Meadows
- Benjamin Mejia-Tickner
- Timothy Gordon Montgomery
- Sihan Qiu
- Jean F. Quenneville
- Catherine Fitzpatrick Reynolds
- Vinuta Shankaragouda
- Sheshappanavar
- Mio Unno
- Hantao Wang
- Weishi Wang
- Yijie Wei
- Xiangyi Yan
- Jiaxu Zhang
- Wenlong Zhang

- Hannah Reed Herrington
- Che-Hsuan Huang
- Syed Muhammad Raza Jafri
- Pranali Sunil Kharde
- Ishan Dinesh Kudale
- Mengyuan Li
- Weichen Li + Yao Li
- Ran Lin + Maggie Grey Lindsey
- SiPeng Lu
- Meera Madan Gopal
- Nikitha Mallela
- Devam Mishra
- Shambhavi Mishra
- Sanjeev Harish Muralidharan
- Jeremy E. Nichols + Arianne Ostolaza
- Jasmine Alex Puthuvelil
- Faaz Rafi
- Kaushal Dilip Raut
- Nicholas George Sianta
- Shantanu Soumya
- Zachary Louis Stone
- George Smith Summers Jr. + Wentian Suo
- Tyler Alton Thompson
- Zhen Tian
- Rebecca Lauren Tien
- Chang-Min Tsai
- Daniel Beckett Walls + Robert Patrick Wilson
- Feng Xiong
- Ran Xu
- Yanzhi Xu
- Mo Xue
- Yipeng Xue
- Vivek Yadav
- Karie Ying Yamamoto
- Chenghan Yang
- Xinse Zhang
- Yumeng Zhao
- Han Zheng
- Yuhui Zhou
- Zhi Zhou + Hanwen Zhu

**MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**

- Alejandro Javier Barrios Santos
- Yuchen Liu
- Elizabeth Ni Chang Quigley
- Fan Wu +

**CHEMICAL ENGINEERING**

- Joshua Saul Culver
- Scott David Essenmacher + Yuta Ogii + Ankita Gupta
- Zhixian Jin
- Robin M. Lawler + Abhinav Malhotra + Sahana Ravishankar
- Stephanie Nicole Reynolds + Karthick Sivalingam Anbazhagan
- Lisa Kirsten Wiest +

**CIVIL ENGINEERING**

- Ralph Fredrick Abano
- Kemeria Esmail Abdella + Venkata Koti Kiran Ande
- Bishwobhanu Bhadra
- Brianna Elizabeth Bolen + Nicholas Preston Boyd + David George Boyer
- Felice Chiayee Chan
- Calvin Michael Clark + Jasmine Taelor Denizard + Sujay Madan Dhokane
- Chandler Diffee
- Gian Marco Diomi Ndngola
- Sara Caroline Douglass
- Varun Chowdary Elaprolu
- Jiahui Fu
- Lauren Jessica Gardner + Ashu Goyal
- Kunal Gupta
- Haozhuo He
- David Sebastian Hernandez

**ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING**

- Surabhi Mayuresh Adarkar
- Kyle E. Addington + Sinan Adibelli + Ayushi Agarwal
- Chirag S. Agrawal
- Alexander B. Akins + Abdulrahman Mohammed A. Alamoudi +
- Hassan Abdullah Almubarak
- Toya O. Amechi + Noor Aisyah Amran
- Nicholas Eric Andersen
- David Andrew Arellano
- Keerthi Surekha Arunagaram
- Nahid Aslani Amoli + Shafee Assaf + Aosen Ba
- Deekshanya Bhardwaj + Bryan Alexander Bates
- Rakesh Jagadish Belagali
- Shubhankar Mangesh Borse
- Jessica Marie Brit
- Justin Andrew Brown
- Mallory Ruth Busso + Hanwen Cao
- Jeremy William Casper + Manoj Chandrasekaran +
- Neelam Chauhan
- Aditya Sanjay Chavan
- Zeyu Chen
- Palak Choudhary
- Gregory Thomas Cooke
- W. Burchall Cooper
- Christian Diego De La Pena + Ang Deng
- Baijun Paresh Desai +
- Parth G. Desai +
- Sapan Mayankumar Desai
- Sameer Sudhendr Deshpande
- David Oriol Diaz
- Luke J. Drnach
- Abhishek Raj Dutta
- Daniel Edward Ehrman + Badr El Hafidi

∞ Undesignated + Summer Graduate
Muzna Shibli Farooqi
Cody Andrew Fernandez
Keith Malcolm Fingland +
Joseph Edward French
Hao Fu
Mengya Gao
Pranav Sharad Ghaisas
Remi Gourdon
Naman Govil
Etienne Grall
Michael James Guidos
Agathe Marie Guillemot
Nikhil Gupta
Elena Maria Haag +
John Paul Halliwell
Sungwoo Han
Xiangyu Han +
Yongliang He
Rachel A. Heyen
Brennan Joseph Hill
Anh D. Ho
Christopher Thomas Howard +
Min-Yu Huang
Stephen Michael Hurst
Rahul Jayakrishnan
Yaoyao Jia
Tian-chong Jiang
Aditya Ranjit Kambil
Dhruv Kapur
Seonwoo Lee
You Young Lee
Yun Long
Brendan Maurice Lynch
Weifeng Lyu
Samer Ahmed Mabrouk
Sreevatsan Madhavan
Mar. Julie Maenza
Varun Malhotra
Parth Mannan
Benoît L. Marteau
Melvin Julian Mathew +
Akshansh Mehra
Wentian Mi +
Peter Wahba Mickael
Mohammad Mohammadpour Salut +
David Joseph Munzer
Muhammad Ali Murtaza
Eric Jonathan Myers +
Akshaya Nagarajan
Pritish Gautam Nahar
Connor Zachary Napolitano
Kavitha Narayandass +
Syed Abdullah Nauroze
Vinh The Nguyen
Nanditha Nirmal
Abdourahman Ousman Njie Jr.
Oludotun Babatunde Ode +
Nathaniel Alexander Ojong
Anamika Pandey
Saylee Vijay Parab
Kenneth Ryan Paterson
Rafael Perez Martinez
Thomas Owen Pettet +
Cameron Edward Phillips +
Mark John Pinion Jr.
Emily Jane Pitts
Jacob David Abbott Pressman
Yunwei Qiang
Abdulaziz Mohammed H. Qwaiban
Sainandan Ramakrishnan
Jake Sampson Ramey
Bryan Matthew Ramsay +
Sunil Gururaj Rao
Varun Muralidhar Rao
Frederick Lemuel Ravibabu
Vishwateja Mudiam Reddy
Jorge Revuelta
Jorge Alberto Rodriguez Garcia
Brett Daniel Rogers
Brydan Edison Storey Rogers
Roy Francis Rudolph Jr. +
Alexander Saad-Falcon
Riya Saluja +
Luv Jagdish Sampat
Alan David Sanders
Christian Markledo Santos
Sarthak Sharma
Xueyuan She
Ankit Sinha
John Paul Skeath
Dennis S. Soasti +
Rahul Devraj Solanki
Ashdeep Jasdeep Singh Sood
Rangaraj Srikanth
Joseph Simon Stevenson
Yanshen Su
Henry H. Sun
Vidhyalakshmi Sundara Raman
Hossein Taghinejad
Mohammad Taghinejad
Mehrdad Tahmasbi +
Haykel Talbi
Ran Tao
Priya Subhash Tejankar
Ashwin D. Thippeswamy
Proston Thomas
Kai Tian
Sreeramamurthy Srikanth Tripuramallu
Victoria Marie Tuck
Bhargava Venkatesh
Ambuz Vimal
Qinshuang Wei
Stephen Clifford Wilkins
Paul L. Wilson III +
Xingzhen Wu
Yuxuan Wu +
Shenghua Xiang
Yang Xu
Kexin Yang
Arnaud Yankwa Wandji
Phalguna Srinivasa Yelandur
Hanbin Ying
Haopeng Zhang
Junhui Zhang
Anjie Zhao
Liran Zheng
Lijun Zhu

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Matthew Christian Licciardi
Abate
Olawale Michael Ibifata Agero
Michael P. Altonji +
Malavika Vasishtha Bagepalli
Elham Bagheriserehski
Vincent Baudier
Arnaud Cesar Christophe Bayon De Noyer
Jamie Leigh Beals +
Louis-Thomas Gilles Belloor
Samy Benhmidou
Adam A. Benson
Taylor Ranee Benson
Nicholas Michael Beskid +
Nathan Taylor Bieberdorf +
Laurent Bimont
Isaac Andrew Bower
Roman Aaron Burkart +
Travis John Burrows
Brett Lee Caesar
Siyao Cai +
Fernando Caralt
Ryan John Carlson +
Alexis Cassier
Jae Seok Cha
Chia-Heng Chu +
Jacob Austin Cloward +
Abigail Rae Cloward +
Asher Collins
James Samuel Collins +
Trevor Dannel Cowan
Patrick Lawrence Creeker +
Nicolas Alexis Cuvillier
Michael Andrew Davidson
Natasha de Gunten
Pierre De La Taille
Maxwell Jacob DeLong
Francois Deniau
Fanny Depaty
Marcus Aaron DeReimer +
Jacob Asher Deutsch
Nathanael Pierre Jerome Dieu
Romain Duhamel
Andrew James Evert ∞+
Vincent Faure
Kenton Blane Fillingim
Jacqueline Loveland Fontaine +
Ellis Condor Galyon III
Nicolas Giffard
Jonathan Ricky Gosyne
Camille Govi
Michael Thomas Griffin
Matthieu Henri Victor Griveaux
Corentin Jean-Pierre Edmond Guellec
Romain David Guillaud
Jong Min Ha
Jackson Brooks Hair
Arthur C. Hellyer +
Timothy David Hensel +
Jonathan David Hill
Nicholas James Hines
Geoffrey David Horowitz +
Hsiang Hsu
Cody Ambrose Huggins +
Jeshua Mal Jemson
Camille Elise Johnson +
Lucas Andrew Johnston
Harrison Holmes Jones
Jihwan Jung
Joseph David Kabalin
Bharat Kathpalia
Euisun Kim
Kyungjin John Kim
Kyungjin Kim
Girish Anant Kini
Julius Kortenbruck ∞
Brandon Lee
Bumsoo Lee
Dawit Lee
Hyunsuk Lee
Vincent Boon Lee
Claudia Isabella Leon
Matthew Robert Lord +
Tianyi Lu

Vivien Bruno Maire
Gabrielle Louise Martinez
Wassim Sam Masri
Mathew Mathew Kadavan
Yuka Matsuyama +
Christopher Thomas McArthur
Ryan Andrew McKnight +
Brooks Lawrence Measom +
Valentin Melchior
Kevin Clement Metz
Guillaume Migeon
Alec Edward Mitchell
Tyler Maurice Moss
Quentin Dominique Marie Mossard
Keerthana Murali
Shekaib A. Musa
Daniel Alexander Newhouse
Chinaza Amarachi Obgbonna
Hongsup Oh +
Myela Autumn Paige
Mahmoud Parto Dezfooli +
Melissa Evelyne Perez
Samuel Jacob Petter
Mark William Pettay
Sean Christopher Pinard +
Sanaiya Gave Poonawalla
Maxwell R. Praniwicz +
Jakob Sebastian Rattay ∞+
Pierrick Rauby
Devin John Roach
Andrew C. Roberts
Alfred Burgess Robinson III
Alexander Arny Roeder ∞+
Mael Rostren
Troy Evan Sandler
Rebecca Elizabeth Schumm +
Willem Alexander Sudbury Shuttler +
Stephen Andrew Schwaner
Chelsea Dawn Silberglied
Arjun Vivek Singh
Kuttler Lindsey Smith
Kyle Nolan Smith +
Anuj Sobti +
Jordan Thomas Strother

Aditya Suresh
Simon Tabutin
Ian Keith Tomkinson
Megan Elizabeth Tomko
Zachary Thomas Troope +
Matthew Thomas Truskowski
William Bishop Varnell
Anthony James Villareal
David Phillip Villari
Jacob Taylor Wachlin +
Bobby Mitchell Webb
Kevin Sean Webb
Kevin Anthony Weijun Wegienka
Cole Summer Weiler +
Gary Francis Whelan
Paul Nicolas Wood
Yingdan Wu +
Ke Xiao
Yuhan Xiao
Peiyan Yang +
Dong Yeon Yoo +
Boni Frances Yraguen
Berkay Yucel +
Bachelor's Degree Candidates

College of Computing
Bachelor of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Austin Joel Adams ***
Sudeep Agarwal ***
Shaurye Aggarwal ***
Brandon Michael Ah Chong
Ha Hang Ai +
Sana N. Ajani * +
Akhilesh Ahilleas Aji ***
Hannah Jane Alequin +
Saqib Ali
Riley M. Auten *** +
Yamilex A. Avila-Stanley ***
Jae Min Baek
Varun Sai Ballari ***
Darrion Dion Dale Banks
Nathaniel Albert Barnwell
Bailey Marie Bercik **
John Cody Berry
Kevin Paul Berry ***
Kirin Adair Bettadapu ***
Sahaj Sanjay Bhatt ***
Zachary Douglas Bloomquist ***
Cole Andrew Bowers ***
Anika Ayana Boyd
Robert C. Bradshaw
Daisha Krystine Braxton
Samuel Alexander Bretz
Maxwell Dylan Bronstein ***
Chez Bower *
Kevin Chengyuan Cai
Joseph Richard Cantrell
Nicole Violett Cantrell *
Yuchen Cao ***
Philip Alexander Carpenter **
Themiya Dias Chandraratna
Mohit Hemankumar Chauhan ***
Jonathan Chen ***
Wei Chen
Erica Chia *
Ben Sungyul Cho
Young Hoon Cho +
Andy Chung ***
Eunji Vicky Chung
Samuel Christopher Copeland ***
Dakota Brant Cromer +
Matthew Cuevas
Ivan Cvetinovic
Amy Phung Dao ***
Lucas Della Bella ***
Bikranta Pradip Dhamala
Nikhil Dhanda ***
Hyungsko Do
Jacqueline Lindsay Doolittle **
Juan Agustin Duque Van Hissenhoven ***
Alexandra Kate Durso ***
Michael David Eden *** +
Zachary I. Egger
Daham Eom ***
Petros Eskinder *** +
Melissa Antonnette Eusee
Abigail Amanda Farr *** +
Benjamin Caleb Faught *
Chengliang Feng *
Tyler Scott Flynn
Lorita Ella Freeman
Ryan Lawrence Gallaway ***
Joshua P. Gaul
Chad Michael Gerhard * •
Jason Matthew Gibson ***
Cem Gokmen ***
Saqlain Golandaz
Michael David Goodrum
Matthew Lawrence Gordon +
Victoria Anne Gumtow ** +
Harsh Gupta
Suprabhat Gurrula ** *
Hannah Mayree Guthrie
Zachary David Guthrie * •
Christopher Wilson Halima *** +
Zachary Douglas Hancock
Benjamin Ladd Haverly * •
Taylor Michael Havrilak
Jesse Lee Hayes ** +
Jim Edward Helm Jr. **
Kenan Zahirovic Herbert
Alexander Smith Herbig *** •
Jonathan I. Hernandez +
John Terry Hendon ***
Khoa Dang Ho *** +
Marisa Ciara Hoenig **
Sayem Hoque +
William Douglas Hornsby ***
Jonathon D. Humphries ***
Cameron Grey Huynh
Jacob Mark Jacino *
Ashwin Samuel Ignatius ***
Karl David Ingraham ***
Nikola Istvanic ***
Ashwini Iyer *
Jeremy Junyoung Jang
Jongbeom Jeon *
Neel Jha
Hua Jiang ***
Micah Jo
Mitchell Powell Johnson
Kavir Dennis Jones
Hayun Jung
Sathvik Kadaveru *
Pravan S. Kalaga *
Vineeta Kapil
Hairong Ke
Owen R. Kelly
Stephen Peter Kelly-Bazan
Ankit Khanal +
Rajat Khanna ***
Andy Sunho Kim
Ju Hwan Kim
Kang Bin Kim *
Kwanghee Kim *
Paul Joon Kim ** +
Sang-Chan Kim
Seung Lee Kim ***
Sunil Kim
Peter Sebastian Koplik ***
Dina Kozlov
Benjamin Cole Kucera ***
Kevin Dwiputra Kusuma
Hyunook Kwon
Timothy S. Lai
Karan N. Lakhani ***
Anmol Lal ***
Garrick Matthias Larson *
Clayton Anthony Lawrence *
Bryanna Michelle Lawton *
Alex Thien-An Le ***
James S. Lee
Timothy Joseph Lee-O’Connor
Chingyee A. LeeKung *** •
Gordon Yixing Li ***
Jingyi Li ** *
Linhan Li ***
Thomas Jacob Light *
Nicholas Dan Liu ***
Zicheng Liu
Alex Victoria Loomis **
Richard Lu *
Sean Lu **
Kevin Lun **
William Zhipeng Ma **
Alabullah Mahiyan
Marc Ru Yi Marone ***
Benjamin Montanus Mathis
Anush Mattapalli *
Lucas Kobe Maurer **
Theresa Elizabeth Mayo *
Alexander D. McArthur •
Mitchell J. McClellan +
Elizabeth C. McConnell
Thomas W. McCormick * •
Nicolas Robert McGarry
Eduardo Francisco Mestanza Rossi
Maxim Mints ***
Shruti Rakesh Mishra ***
Beau Standridge Mitchell ***
William Neal Mitchell •
Raghav Raj Mittal ***
Diogo Jorge de Albuquerque Monteiro
Seong Jun Moon ***
Hunter James Morrell +
Carl Nasr Mubarak ***
Daniel Francis Bell Mullen ***
Hussain Mumtaz
Mitchell Carlton Myers ***
Gabriel Nakajima An ***
Shahwaiz Nassar +
Simola Nayak
Sylvia Christine Necula ***
Joshua Allen Netter ***
Kim T. Nguyen
Quynh-Nhu M. Nguyen
Tri Huu Nguyen +
Uche Nikadi ***
Sara Madeleine Norris ***
Dana Celeste Ochs
Onyekachi David Offor
Hyunsu Park ***
Jung Jin Park
Su Young Park ***
Dylan Avnish Patel +
Kirtan Saurabh Patel *
Shivam Nayan Patel ***
Vraj Paresh Patel
Jed Matthew Mercado Paz +
Courtney Briandra Pettiford
Christopher Tan Dat Pham *
Nhat Thanh Phan
Shayan Sadiq Pirani
Drew Daniel Polstra
Safa Quadri
Hrisheek Radhakrishnan ***
Benjamin Joseph Radock ***
Rishi Raj *
Varun Ramachandran ***
Nikhil Ramesh ***
Ragavi Ramesh
Kedar Pranav Rao *
Julia P. Redston
Raoul Anthony Rego •
Param Adam Ri **
James R. Rick *
Jan Risse **
Nathalie Julissa Ruano * •
Katherine Alexandra Ruby ***
Nicholas Chadwick Rupert *** +
William David Ruppersberger +
Abdullah Aliyu Saibu
Kenneth Arthur Scharm ***
Andrew Michael Scheinbach •
Alejandro Serna
Chaina Y. Shah ***
Eric Hyoungseop Sheen
Dilip Shekhar **
Maggie Shi ***
Gábor Síffel **
Armando Xavier Silveira *
Cameron Cannon Smith
Josiah David Smith ***
Seunghyun Song
Benjamin Nguyen Southern +
Fatma Dilara Soylu ***
Thomas David Neil Spader ***
Altan Thomas Stalker •
Helen Claire Stallworth *
Karli E. Stites
Aaron Strickland **
Jiazheng Sun ***
Yixin Sun
Ahinav Sundaresan ***
Lekha Surasani +
Adarsh Suresh *** • *
Gautam Suresh
Adam Neil Suskin ***
Aatmam Sunikumar Talati
Nancy F. Tao ***
David Jesse Templeton
Micah J. Terrell *
Christian Gary Thai *
Sonia Sudarshan Thakur *
Sean B. Titus ***
Vijay K. Upadhyea ***
Prerak Upadhyaya
Joseph Obiajulu Uwujaren
Benjamin Thomas Tisler Vencill ***
Edwin Villatoro +
Alexis Brianna Vincent
Cayla Marie Tan Vinzons *
Quang D. Vo
Anna Laura Von Briesen
Kaliq Wang *** *
Lixin Wang **
Aaron E. Wasserman *
Jacob David Watson
Gregory Deante Williams +
Joshua Frank Williams
Jeremy David Winter *
Scott Steven Wolfe
Alexander Hamilton Woods **
Zihan Xu ***
Jianing Yang ***
Max Yang ***
Zijia Ye ***
Ran Yi *** +
Yeawon Yoon
Lynn Olivia You ***
Dacoryyn Dominick Jerrell Young +
Qian Yu *
Yebo Zhai ** +
Jonathan Y. Zhang ***

Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Science

COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing
Michael Gunn Adams ***
Michael Antoine Beyrouti * +
Michael Ping Chi *
Antonio Luis Diaz ***
Estella Dieci ***
Alexander Thomas Dunford
Phuc Huynh **
Jonathan W. King
Aaron B. Lack
Vivian Eunbee Lee *
Alabdullah Mahiyan
Simrun Enya Mannan *
Emily Ylan Nguyen *
Germain Zadkiel Perez +
Courtney Ama Rogers
Corey M. Salmon *** +
Kelsey T. Silbert
Marcus Allen Thomas • *
Bob Townsend
Kathleen Lee Tynan ***
Jessica Gabriella Zalzman

APPLICATIONS AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
Jessica Ann Gerber *** +
Paul Hway-Hau Griffin
Jefferson D. Patz

Sarah Ann Stebbins ***
Brendan Joseph Vaisvil

PUBLIC POLICY
Nathan Joseph Copp *

HISTORY, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
Zachary Charles Cole
Izaan Thomas Cross +
Taylor Morgan May
Cory Samuel Pope ***
Lamont Jason Simmons Jr.

LITERATURE, MEDIA, AND COMMUNICATION
Lilliann Denise Andrews
Sarah Jiyeon Baik *
Marinice D. Bauman *
Roony Hao Chan *
Shamire Dakwon Devine +
Sarah Cathryn Goodroe *** +
Maegan Elise Gordon
Megan Kay Hansen +
Jessica Elyse Jay
Karrina Milan Jones *
Daniel Jinrie Kang *** +
Denavi Patil *
Johnnise Imari Renaud
Sydney Elina Rosen *
Alexis Lynn Scott **
Laura Grace Sears ***
Jacob Sean Stickler
Jessica C. Struempf *
Jackson Charles Taylor +
Virginia Wu

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND MODERN LANGUAGE
William Joseph Peters *** +

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Marziyeh Amirizadeh *** +
Joshua Joseph Botticher ***
Grace Janeth Huber ***
Madison Marie Kelley ***
Joseph Wheeler Landers III
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Nicolette Mehran ***
Paige Rachel Meierhofer ***
Risha P. Parikh ***
Maxwell Kennedy Roberts ***+
Maryam Rostampour +
Laura Anne Schilling **+
Conner James Surrency **
Bryn Catherine Thornburgh ***

ECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Aarij Abbas *
Kathryn Cogswell Paull ***

GLOBAL ECONOMICS AND MODERN LANGUAGES

Xinying Lin

ECONOMICS

Jeremy Floyd Carmack
Darion Ferlandas Carter +
John Andrew Golden *+
Krystopher Michael Holasek
Abbie Elizabeth Nelms
Soobin Oh ***
Preston Alexander Olds **
Meghan Gupta Rathie **
Alexander Michael Remillard +
Stacy Scopano **
Katie Lynn Sears ***
Roderick Maurice Tyler Jr. +
Albert James Wouters
Geoffrey Edward Zaski

Ernest Scheller Jr.
College of Business
Bachelor of Science

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Megan Marie Abernathy ***
Antonio Alvarez *
Nicholas J. Anderson
Anne T. Armour *+
Audrey Rose Arnold *+
Carrie Janelle Arnson **+
Lance Anthony Austin +
Lawrence Alexander Austin +
Ryan David Austin ***
Matthew Wade Bailey
Anjana Balamourougan **
Johanna Caroline Blair *
Caroline L. Boggs ***
Alexandra M. Boulware
Chandler D. Bovitz +
Stephen Clay Bracher
Jedidiah Custer Bradley **+
Desmond Arthur Branch
Kendall Anne Brown **
Michael A. Bruckner *
William George Bryan
Graham Gerald Burson
Margaret Ashley Buxton ***
Joshua Austin Cain
Meredith Lee Carson ***
Carissa Emmalee Chapek *
Austin James Cheshire
Yoonji Choi ***
Peter Y. Chung
Malcolm Jaleel Danmola
Melvin Lewis Davis III
Alexander Julian Deal ***
Sultana Deen
Minghao Deng *+
Meghan Eileen Devine *
Michael LaRue Downing Jr. ***
Sawyer Philip Drummond
Carol Du *+
Eliana Jensine Dubin ***
Lillian Xuan Duyen Duong
Elo Edema Edeferioka Jr. +
Beth Monae Emanuel *
Philip Chong Eun
Zane Christopher Evans **+
Emily Anne Farrow ***
Chengliang Feng *
Matthew Alexander Gonzalez
Grace L. Goodell
Erin Vail Goodreau ***
Holly Marie Goolsby ***
Anne Michelle Gusler ***
Domenique Michelle Hall +
Nia Alston Hall
Mark McCumber Hart ***+
Caroline T. Harvey ***
Carla Hinojosa **
Daniel Pit Hindley
Emery Ashlyn Holliman *
Brian Thomas Horst +
Paige Mary Hourigan
Abigail Elizabeth Huelfer ***+
Maria Cecelia Iglesias
Tadric Drevon Jackson +
Haerin Jang *
Erika Schauette Jensen ***
Fangyu Ju +
Kesha K. Kanakiya ***
Abdallah N. Kanawati ***
Adam Baur Keller +
Christian Charles Kenvin **+
Sareer Khader ***
Alyssa S. Kim *
Andy Jiyoung Kim ***
Megan Elizabeth Kimble ***
Ashleigh Faith King ***+
Claire Frances Kirkpatrick ***
Claire Nicole Lacombe *
Wai Lam +
Michael Jarol Law ***
Jongwon Lee ***
Stacey Yoonjung Lee
Lindsey Ann Lester **
Elizabeth Vann Lisenby *
Yuhao Liu +
Caleb Anderson Lively
Brennan Robert Lockwood ***+
Nicholas Rutger Lulofs
Clinton Haynes Lynch
Louis F. Malice III ***
Amulya Mandava +
TaQuon Cartorious Marshall
Privana C. Masso Kounchou +
Hayden Thomas McLeod **
Sam Nelson Medinger ***+
Alexis Tori Merritt *
Noah Scott Meyer ***
Anthony Richard Mistretta ***
Rachel Moore Molina
Gregory Scott Morgan
James Dunaway Moye III
Christine Thao Mi Nguyen ***
Goungim Noh ***
Naomi Debra O’Halloran **
Ruben Jose Pacheco ***
Grace S. Pak ***
Natchaphon Panyavuthilert **
Jordan Elizabeth Parrish ***
Sydney Catherine Partain ***
Rishi Prakash Patel ***
Shiv P. Patel
Riley Elizabeth Penn ***
John Parker Perry +  
Chrissy Dale Persons ***  
Niki Wang Phung ***  
Matthew Q. Polley  
Santiago Ponton  
Andrew Pyon ***  
Trisha R. Ramakrishnan ***  
Ahmad Awais Rathor ***  
Arasha Singh Rathore  
Logan Marie Reed  
Aryan Vincenzo Rodriguez  
Hope Catharine Russell  
Anree Saint-Amour  
Joshua Johnston Satterfield +  
Paul Collin Scarbrough  
Andrew Michael Scheinbach •  
Micquavius Jordell Searcy  
Kaeun Seo  
Shauna Nami Shahangian ***  
Tanner Shearer  
Jihyun Shin **  
Ella Lauren Sivertsen **  
Moriah Elizabeth Skinner ***  
Annie Minyoung Son ***  
Sarah Ann Stebbins ***  
Joseph Reed Stephens **  
Ana Supariwala ***  
Brady Keith Swilling +  
Meagan Noelle Terry ***  
Hannah Elizabeth Tillman +  
Hannah Suzanne Todd ***  
Christopher Daley Tori **  
Anjali Sharma Tripathi +  
Megan A. Turner ***  
Blake R. Victorian  
John Theodore Vinson *  
Tuan Hoang Vo  
Vance Jack Walker +  
Mary Grace Walsh ***  
Xin Wang +  
Walker Carswell Watson ***  
Kaleigh Alexandra Watters *** +  
Zhenyue Wei  
Caitlin Brooke Wessinger ***  
Emmeline H. Whitehead *  
Jake Wolfe Whitley +  

Lonnie Lee Williams Jr.  
Matthew Dennman Williams  
Casey Joseph Wilson +  
Ta Nycia Sierra Wooden  
Mikeya M. Woods +  
Bertram Wu +  
Jin Young Yoon *  
Sung In Yu +  
Daniel Seung Jin Yun  
Allen Zhang  
Kevin J.R. Assi  
Katrina Paige Binkley ***  
Katherine Elizabeth Dixon ***  
Amanda Katherine Etter  
Imon Alexander Ghosh  
Hailey Rose Gollnick *  
Kathryn Elaine Harbin ++  
Anamul Islam  
Jeremiah Kel Johnson ++  
Kirti A. Karunakaran ++  
Mary Elizabeth Kho *  
Robert Schrek Leon  
Chandler Elizabeth Loftus *  
Darwin Josue  
Menjivar-Fernandez  
Niamh Saoirse O’Neill ***  
Seongeun Park  
Helly A. Patel  
Erica Victoria Peek  
Mikaela Jane Thurman  
Aiman Waria ***  
Su-Yuan Yu ***  

College of Sciences  
Bachelor of Science  

BIOCHEMISTRY  
Monique Simone Bagwell  
Vanshika Balayan ***  
Keith Edward Creech +  
Antra Das ***  
John Daniel Faught ***  
Cailin Elizabeth Kellum *  
Benjamin Phillip Lee ***  
Samantha Mia Lee **  
Yvonne Giang Nguyen **  
Vivian Kwun Pak ***  
Nikita A. Patel **  
Bharti Arun Sanghani ***  
Andrew M. Touchton  
Jane L. Watts **  
Shelby Elisabeth Webb **  
Yuan Xu *  
Sherali Subash Yadav  
Avery Skye Zickar ***  

DISCRETE MATHEMATICS  
Fielding Cathal Keeley  
Dhamma Kinpara  

EARTHS AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES  
Rachel Lauren McBroom  
Mary Francis Moser McDaniel ***  

BIOLGY  
Faizah Asif ***  
Tson M. Assaye *  

CHEMISTRY  
Faizah Asif ***  
Tsion M. Assaye *  

APPLIED PHYSICS  
DeVon Marcus Ingram ***  
Abigail Elizabeth McCracken ***  
Hyunsu Park ***  
Noopur H. Tanna +  
Lillian Claudia Wang *** +  

PHYSICS  
Jun Chang  
Aiqi Cheng +  
Kaiming Jack Guan ***  
Lucas Wayman Ishill ***  
Naiki Artemis Kaffezakis ***  
Allison H. Kim ** +  
Jared Van Den Heuvel  
Jada Carolyn Walters ***  

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES  
Casey Joseph Wilson +  
Ta Nycia Sierra Wooden  
Mikeya M. Woods +  
Bertram Wu +  
Jin Young Yoon *  
Sung In Yu +  
Daniel Seung Jin Yun  
Allen Zhang  

College of Engineering  
Bachelor of Science  

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING  
John Wyatt Amoss VI *  
Diana Vladimirovna Chumak * +  
Bianca Francesca Costa ***  
Leilla Y. Harrison ***  
Megan Whitlatch Haynes ** +  
Chan Hee Kim  
Kelly Marie Marshall ** +  
Mary Francis Moser McDaniel ***  
Megan Tamazine Miller ***  
Christian Lewis Mosely Sr.  
Tyler Alan Patrick **  
Bennett Jessica McShane Ritvo ** +

* Honor  ** High honor  *** Highest honor  • Co-op  △ International Plan  ∞ Undesignated  + Summer Graduate  
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Diana Paola Sacks
Joel Arthur Seibel ***
Brett Parker Silkebakken
Faith Su
Nelly Amandine Ingrid Waura +
Ian Michael Wilson

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Dylan John Amador
Ha Eun An **
Manuel Barragan
Sara Bitarafan *
Dustin Lee Blohm +
Caitlein Eve Bowles
Cameron Lee Boyd ***
Marina Brand *
Sarah Louise Bush ***
KripaWarrier Chandran +
Savita Carolyn Chapman *
Ched Charles Chichester +
Hannah Choi
Karina Darchelle Clark
Jack David Corelli ***
Justin Daniel Cornelius
Kaylyn Gabrielle Crawford **
Christian Joseph Croxton **
Danyang Dong ***
Ontavious James Davis
Manasi M. Deshpande ***
Sara Frances Edwards ***
Michael D. Dprht ***
Ashley M. Fleck ***
Aidan Brady Gage **
Kristin Riu Gao ***
Aimee Xi Gerold ***
Travis Rashaun Gibson ***
Christopher Gareth Graves **
Robert E. Griffith +
Austin Hayden Gunnarson
Priya Gupta
Eriin Marie Gwaltney *
Kaley Joy Hart ***
Meghana Manjunatha Holegadde •
Yige Huang ***

AYende Donyacho Ibere ***
Fatima Zahra Islam ***
Jordan Lynn Jackson
Samuel James ***
Megan Elizabeth Jameson ♦
Mark Stratton Kale Jr.
Bailey Ann Kee
Rohit Konda ***
Lane Virginia Krause
Victoria G. Kravets
Savni Nitin Kulkarni +
Abhishek Lakshman
Sarah E. Lamothe
Marc Lukas Leber
Ye Lim Lee ***
Mohammad Osama MacHhour
Niyati A. MacLeod **
Fariah J. Majid **
Dev Deepak Mandavia ***
Andrea Martinez ***
Maria Paula Martinez Cabarcas ***
Annabel Marie McAtee **
Marci S. Medford **
Sean Patrick Monaghan
Sohini Mukherjee
Joseph M. Murphy
Venkat Easwaran Natarajan
Alexander Francis Novis
Lauren Christine O-Hara ***
Camila Maria de Lourdes Pagán Santiago ♦
Pearly K. Pandya ***
Maylyn Elizabeth Parsons ***
Anokhi A. Patel ***
Khushbu Sejal Patel *
Isabella Nicole Phan **
Jasmine Pillarsetti ***
Emilie Marie Pourchet ***
Nicholas Quoc Quan
Varun Sudarsan Rajagopal *
Tara Ramachandran
Ian Seth Edar Reyes
Katherine Ruth Richardson **
Cecily C. Ritch **

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Dylan John Amador
Ha Eun An **
Manuel Barragan
Sara Bitarafan *
Dustin Lee Blohm +
Caitlein Eve Bowles
Cameron Lee Boyd ***
Marina Brand *
Sarah Louise Bush ***
KripaWarrier Chandran +
Savita Carolyn Chapman *
Ched Charles Chichester +
Hannah Choi
Karina Darchelle Clark
Jack David Corelli ***
Justin Daniel Cornelius
Kaylyn Gabrielle Crawford **
Christian Joseph Croxton **
Danyang Dong ***
Ontavious James Davis
Manasi M. Deshpande ***
Sara Frances Edwards ***
Michael D. Dprht ***
Ashley M. Fleck ***
Aidan Brady Gage **
Kristin Riu Gao ***
Aimee Xi Gerold ***
Travis Rashaun Gibson ***
Christopher Gareth Graves **
Robert E. Griffith +
Austin Hayden Gunnarson
Priya Gupta
Eriin Marie Gwaltney *
Kaley Joy Hart ***
Meghana Manjunatha Holegadde •
Yige Huang ***

AYende Donyacho Ibere ***
Fatima Zahra Islam ***
Jordan Lynn Jackson
Samuel James ***
Megan Elizabeth Jameson ♦
Mark Stratton Kale Jr.
Bailey Ann Kee
Rohit Konda ***
Lane Virginia Krause
Victoria G. Kravets
Savni Nitin Kulkarni +
Abhishek Lakshman
Sarah E. Lamothe
Marc Lukas Leber
Ye Lim Lee ***
Mohammad Osama MacHhour
Niyati A. MacLeod **
Fariah J. Majid **
Dev Deepak Mandavia ***
Andrea Martinez ***
Maria Paula Martinez Cabarcas ***
Annabel Marie McAtee **
Marci S. Medford **
Sean Patrick Monaghan
Sohini Mukherjee
Joseph M. Murphy
Venkat Easwaran Natarajan
Alexander Francis Novis
Lauren Christine O-Hara ***
Camila Maria de Lourdes Pagán Santiago ♦
Pearly K. Pandya ***
Maylyn Elizabeth Parsons ***
Anokhi A. Patel ***
Khushbu Sejal Patel *
Isabella Nicole Phan **
Jasmine Pillarsetti ***
Emilie Marie Pourchet ***
Nicholas Quoc Quan
Varun Sudarsan Rajagopal *
Tara Ramachandran
Ian Seth Edar Reyes
Katherine Ruth Richardson **
Cecily C. Ritch **

Austin Course Ross
Alexander Richard Rotoloni ♦
Andres A. Saez Bello
Andrea Sofia Santiago ***
Ekaterina Vladimirovna Selivanova
Scott Austin Shaeffe **
Imran Ali Shah ***
Greta Elise Shallenberger ***
David Roy Shumate Jr.
Kendra Marie Simpson ♦
Madeline Elizabeth Smerechansky ♦
Yashwanth Mohan Soogoor ***
Kristen Lee Sparks ♦
Samantha Rose Stammen ***
Matthew Tyler Surber **
Tani Suresh ♦
Amreen K. Syed
Christopher K. Syed ***
Linda Tian
John Homer Tipton IV ♦
Lynette Ho Ching To ***
Christian Joseph Toto
Michal Touchak ♦
Richard Taylor Vannatta ♦
Jennifer Tran Vo ♦
Madeline Hanna Wartan
Chandler Brooke Whitefield ***
James Alexander Wroe ***
Yichao Zhao ***

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Sehej Swaran Ahluwalia ***
Lauren Küthe Alexander ♦
Alisa Diane Allaire ***
Victor Thomas Barr ***
Sandeep Kumar Vishal Bethapudi
Samarthya Bhatnagar
Matthew David Bower
Kevin Chang ♦
Justin K. Cheung
Mia Pometlieb Colbert +
Conor Joseph Culhane *
Charith Karvin Bandara
Dassanyake
Randy R. Deng ***
Brandon Patrick Donohue ***
Joseph Allen Doughty ♦
Ronald T. Fadehan ♦
Julio Cesarc Garcia Jr. ♦
Larissa Rose Gartner
Sydney C. Gathe
Justin R. Gensel ***
Kaiming Jack Guan
Marites B. Hendrix ***
Steven Hsieh ***
Davis P. Hubbard
Yehowshua Uye-Abasi
Immanuel ***
Anagha M. Indic ♦
Anadi Jaggia *
Sebastian Angel Jara Garay ♦
Barry Alton Johnson-Smith ***
Georges F. Kamar ♦
Tejo Koindala
Izaak Kayed Lakhia *** •
Joseph Michael Lennon ***
Maojingjing Li ***

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Zachary Ross Abrams ***
Megan Elizabeth Cahill ♦
Amy Michelle Clark ♦
Benjamin Garfield Clark
Vincent Robert Donald-Giando
Timothy Michael Gregg ♦
Alyssa Marie Griffin ***
Derek James Henry *** ♦
Spencer Francis Johnston
Alexander O.S. Lewis
Jacob N. Lister ***
Andre Kaivon Mohseni ***
Marlee Fox Newman ♦
Victoria Mitchell Ohmer
Mallory Elizabeth Parker ♦
Aaron Joseph Ranallo *** ♦
Jacob R. Sills ***
Amidat Abisoye Sonekan
Lucas Robert Votaw ***
Gabriel Waksman ♦
Ian A. Watt ♦

✓ Posthumously awarded degree
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xinyu Li</td>
<td>Bachelor's Degree Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan T. Lyons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Wade Manning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew R. McBrien</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Christopher Mikrut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Huu Nguyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Phillip Norwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin G. O’garro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enoch Olaoluwa Olutayo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua William Owens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derin Deniz Ozturk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jong Pil Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animesh N. Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhumti K. Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhaval Vinod Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcellus Antoneyeo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant Jr. ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Rafalovsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Rahgozar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Reilly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhixiang Ben</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Paul Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kartik Vishwanath Sastry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karan J. Shah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seung Kwang Son</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah K. Sowders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Thomas Twitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Spencer Webster</td>
<td>NUCLEAR AND RADIATICAL ENGINEERING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rahat Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yousef Alae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Christopher Denig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph D. Elkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sajini Kanchana Fernando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garrett Mark Godfrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Fisk Herbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naiki Artemis Kafetzakis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Patrick Kerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amanda Claire Langhauser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Donald Litrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enoch Shertavicus Mckie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David A. Medrano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Matthew Raji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Reilly</td>
<td>INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. Shannon</td>
<td>Muhashad Saad Abed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Robert Tarasewicz</td>
<td>Megan Barbara Ahrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navila Akther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mishary Saad Alhashil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haval S. Amedei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maithili Rinku Makrind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appalwar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Ashtiani</td>
<td>Melina Marie Azzouz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah N. Basta</td>
<td>Katherine Cameron Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kate E. Bitzko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raianna Christia Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zachariah Jaredd Buran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graham Douglas Burke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zachary M. Campuzano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher R. Cappa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Godwin J. Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah Grace Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhengxian Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Chmielarz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Woochang Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veronica Jane Dy Cha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sang Bae Chun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elta Rose Clarke</td>
<td>Brianna Storm Cochran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edoardo Colman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan Spencer Connelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Nicolas Coterillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Noah Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kameswara Rao Darisipudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Talia Laine Debenedicie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ananth R. Devadas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June Y. Ding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lam Bich Thao Dinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mengfei Dong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kristen Elizabeth Drexinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alain Dusabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cal Elwer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Parks English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Clever Espinoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christodoulos Evzonas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia Caitlin Faherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tejumade F. Faminu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shuhaoo Fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brenna Clare Fromayan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Raymond Fu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christian Dante Gabriel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah Sarah Gallagher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jared Wilson Gant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Marie Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taylor John Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marisa Danielle Gattis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarika J. Ghangurde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Conley Gross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine Lynn Guan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arianna Marie Guash Castro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lindsey E. Hanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas Karl Hardy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilson Sidney Harmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Savannah L. Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sana Aziz Hashim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Dameron Burckhartt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haynie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carson Alois Heady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexis Lilia Hofmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Langdon Sheffield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carson E. Hooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mallory M. Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew M. Humphrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hans Huray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connor Mason Hutcherson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morgan Reese Jacobus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vivek Jajoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freya Rose James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Margaret Mary Jennings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Gray Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Warren Christopher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susannah Alling Jordshaugen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nihar Reddy Kandimalla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas William Kelley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katharine Paulin Ketchum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faiyaz Feroz Khimani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Jisuh Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunmin Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taeho Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joyce Kinsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan A. Knipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Y. Ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelly M. Kronenberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tu Thi Cam Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hyo Jin Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seungyeon Sarah Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rachael Christine Leroux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Michael Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Daniel MacMillan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Austin D. Maddox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph McCullough Malecki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sophia Marinova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ansley Mira Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patrick Christian Masson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kendall Victoria Langdell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siddhartha Prasad Meka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shyam Sivadas Menon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelsey Ann Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Israel Chi Sean Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ida Mizani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Gary Mohr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Lawrence Morrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph A. Moshy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew T. Munns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jamie Jinyoung Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loan Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Duc-Minh Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vinh The Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alena L. Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher James Norrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Austin Michael O’Farrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamin Oh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Bertil Olsson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burak Oztezcan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Paek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sai Yeon Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anjeli A. Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heer A. Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitul Ashishkumar Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Priya Ruchita Patel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Honor  ** High honor  *** Highest honor  • Co-op  ∆ International Plan  ∞ Undesignated  + Summer Graduate
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Rachel P. Patel
Rahul Mitul Patel
Neel R. Patil
Sujay Sunilsen Peramanu
Olivia Rose Perry
Abigail M. Phelps
Sydney Alison Phillips
Kaitlin Dieggo Pittelkow
Zachary Zane Poskevich
Timothy James Powell
Donte R. Preston
Caroline Barnes Price
Weili Qu
Malavika Rao
Meghan Gupta Rathie
Patricia G. Ray
Ryan Joseph Reed
Maria Luisa Rivera Mier Y. Teran
Stephen Edward Robertson
Niv Ron
Rodolfo Saborio Coto
Elliot S. Salzberg
Gabriel Enrique Santana
Jonathan Filberto Tukiman
Nihar Rohan Ullal
Amanda Marla Valdes
Vootha Sirivellanki
Andrew Justin Wallace
Yijun (Emma) Wan
Katherine Alice Wang
Jacob Cameron Webber
Alina Danielle Wendt
Joshua Zenas-Ali Willkerson
Alicia E. Will
Dennis Carter Williams
Austin Jay Windsor
RaKiya Latrice Winton
Yijia Xu
Jiayi Ye
Byoki Roy Yotsuji
Qian Yu
Siyu Yu
Kexin Zhang
Yang Zhang
David Alexander Zheng
Rachel Zhu

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Jonathan Sebastian
Suraj Sehgal
Brett James Self
Nihal Deepak Shah
Nisha Dhiren Shah
Nakul Sharma
Jack Dillon Shaw
Xing Shen
Jordan J. Shollenberger
Alex Jacob Shukman
Erin Cooper Simons
Joseph Bryan Simpson
Evan John Snyder
Willard Edward Snyder
Connor Mark Soutter
Benedict Huston Spalding
Sarah Z. Stein
Anna Elizabeth Swensen
Mauricio Arturo Taborga
Claude
Xian Tang
Charu Susan Thomas

Jonathan Filberto Tukiman
Nihar Rohan Ullal
Amanda Marla Valdes
Vootha Sirivellanki
Andrew Justin Wallace
Yijun (Emma) Wan
Katherine Alice Wang
Jacob Cameron Webber
Alina Danielle Wendt
Joshua Zenas-Ali Willkerson
Alicia E. Will
Dennis Carter Williams
Austin Jay Windsor
RaKiya Latrice Winton
Yijia Xu
Jiayi Ye
Byoki Roy Yotsuji
Qian Yu
Siyu Yu
Kexin Zhang
Yang Zhang
David Alexander Zheng
Rachel Zhu

CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Jin Young Bae
Kevin E. Baker
John Robert Bright
Karl Landon Broughton
Brandan Denard Brown
Colten L. Caldwell
Emily Jordan Carr
Andrew De-Jun Chan
Haley M. Chenot
Soo In Cho
Rachel Erin Cooper
Leah Virginia Courter
Mark Vincent De Simon
Timothy Watson Donohue
Jacob G. Dvortsyn
Matthew N. Forrest
Demetrius Fox
Marshall William Fritz
Jordan Ray Gamble
Kelson Buila Gando
Steven William Glandorf
Chun Loong Goh
Sydney C. Gordon

Daniel Eric Findeis
Taj Hayden Gillman
Wesley Lorado Gillman
Adam Lewis Green
James Andrew Grissom
Akhilesh Gupta
Richard Clayton Hall
Elizabeth Paine Halloran
Joshua David Heeren
Tory Stefan Heyerdahl
Sarah Nicole Heywood
Matthew Daniel Houghton
Niccolo Alejandro Giacomino
Inghilleri
Kevin Matthew Jones
John S. Joyce
William W. Jun
Samuel Jack Kemp Jr.
Steven Tinyyong Kou
Stefan Proudflit Kranenburg
Parth Kumar
Gwen Elizabeth Kvasnicka
Sung Min Kwon
Richard Allen Laity-Festa
Daniel Christopher Larrowe
HyunKi Lee
Kwonchee Alex Lee
James Mutian Li
Nabeel Mahmood
Anthony Markevitch
Derrick Ray McCoy Jr.
Jonathan Lane McKown
Sean Vincent Meiller
Edward Chase Mixon
Adyasha Debahuti Mohanty
James Randall Morgan Jr.
Kyle B. Mortimore
Nathan John Mulder
Vijay George Narayanan
Joshua Allen Netter
Ryan Joseph Norris
Kevin Andres Pagan
Charles Ferdinand Pascale
Alex B. Peljovich
Ryan Michael Pierce
Theresa L. Polly
Dhruv Purushotham
Steven Elison Ragland
Shawn Nathaniel Robinson-Wells
Victor Sami Rodriguez
Bruno Almada Santos
Terrence Robert Sanzo
Houtan Satarian
Liam Jake Smith
Ryan Milan Stankovic
Eric Michael Stewart
William Emory Storrs
Phillip Alexander Sztot
David M. Thomas
Alexander Robert Tompkins
Jacob Chase Wallace
Rachel Ashlyn Warwick
Benjamin Edward Whealaria
Nicholas A. Willard
Diego Michael Williams

Jin Young Bae
Kevin E. Baker
John Robert Bright
Karl Landon Broughton
Brandan Denard Brown
Colten L. Caldwell
Emily Jordan Carr
Andrew De-Jun Chan
Haley M. Chenot
Soo In Cho
Rachel Erin Cooper
Leah Virginia Courter
Mark Vincent De Simon
Timothy Watson Donohue
Jacob G. Dvortsyn
Matthew N. Forrest
Demetrius Fox
Marshall William Fritz
Jordan Ray Gamble
Kelson Buila Gando
Steven William Glandorf
Chun Loong Goh
Sydney C. Gordon
BACHELOR'S DEGREE CANDIDATES

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Olusegun Victor Adekonye
Alec Michael Ahern
Manara R. Ali
William Miller Andrews *
Sebastian Arevalo +
Ashton Hunter Austin **
Adam G. Berger ***
Cynthia Margaret Bledsoe ++
Morgan Octavia Faith Bowden +
Rachel Anne Brasher +
Corey Nicholas Burke
Samuel Howell Chandler **
Re’Nisha Shantrell Clayton +
Elie Michael Cohen +
Jacob William Cooper **
Anna Christine Deily ***
Kanaad Amit Deodhar ***
Danielle Alexis Diehl ***
Juwon Lee-Park Drake **
Camera Nicole Dunn +
Nejla Dzanic ++
Kyra Janay Eady
Dhiraj Emani +
Amarachi Norah Eze ++
Matthew T. Gruba
Vincent Cornell Harvey II **
William Robert Henner ***
Alexander Stone Herdt +++
Emma Marie Highfield ***
Joseph Andrew Hogan
Travis Scott Johnson **
Benjamin Taylor Keffer *** +
Harrison Robert Kirch * •
Zachary Daniel Kladis *
Akissi Daisy Muriel Kouame
Sloane Sueanne Kyrazis ++
Matthew Paul Laman ***
Vy Ngoc Le *
Keun Hyup Lee +
Sang Yub Lee
Cindy Yolendy Liauw ***
Bailey Nell Little ***
Ilia Lordkipanidze ***
Daniel Michael Macilek **
Joshua William Martin ***
Ashley Kathleen Maynard
Austin Kent McElroy +
Clay Henson McKinney
Gustavo Mendes Machado •
Kaitlyn Nicole Morse ***
Michael Lynseay Mullis ++
Tu Cam Le Nguyen **
Michael Joseph Nieman ***
Maggie Elizabeth O’Bryant ***
Sungjae Park **
Tanner Reid Passmore **
Riley Marie Poynter **
Molly Victoria Rea **
Haebin Rho ***
Ashleigh MaryJean Robb
Haebin Rho ***
Molly Victoria Rea **
Riley Marie Poynter ***
Sungjae Park **
Maggie Elizabeth O’Bryant ***

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Oluamide Oluwaseun Ajayi +
Alexander James Alty
Suarael Mesfin Argaw ***
Daniel Antonio Baez ***

* Honor ** High honor *** Highest honor • Co-op ∆ International Plan ∞ Undesignated + Summer Graduate
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Vijay Krishna Muruganandham
Satwik Nandala ***
Nguyen Khoi Nguyen
Enimini Theresa Obot +
Ryan Odari
Jefferson D. Patz
Sushanth Madhuker Penta
Krishna Venkat Peri **
Vishnu Nagalaxmi Perumal +
Victor Daniel Pino ***
Matthew William Portman
Chang Qin *
David Rechtmann
Brandon Alan Redder *
David Keith Richardson *** •
Lindsey Roland Robirds
Olivia I. Robles **
Kyle Morgan Sabell ***
Anthony Samuel *
David Sanchez **
Coulter S. Schrum
Kristine Lee Scott *** •
Arsalan Ali Shah ***
Jeremy M. Shum *
Andrew Rogan Shutzberg ***
Harrison Wilkes Statham ***
Daley Ann Stepanek
Katelyn Marie Strickland
Andres Strulovic *** A
Matthew R. Szelec ** •
Robert Charles Taylor II ***
Jack McIntosh Thomson
Edward Harrison Year **
Faith Erin Walker
Derek Douglas Warner
Kyle Christopher Watters ***
Danielle Nicole Wright ** +
Yuxin Zhang ***
Quentin D. Ziegler **

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mohammed Aamir **
Beatrice Adejoke Adebisi
Andrew C. Agliata *** •
Michael Gerald Albrecht Jr.
Alexander S. Alea ***
William W. Anderson *
Virginia Ann Balkovetz
Daniel Joseph Banks *
Alexandra Ann Barnhill *
Gonzalo A. Barreto ***
Alex Parker Bennett *
Devon Omari Bertheron *
Stephanie Erika Bennett ***
David Berar **
Lindsey Nicole Berger *
Admir Arden Berisha ***
Kyle Howard Bernard +
Thompson Monroe Berthon **
Abheer Akshay Bipin ***
Eli Christopher Bloomfield +
Scott James Bowden ***
Joseph John Brooks IV
Christopher Robert Brown ***
Hunter Jacob Brown ***
Harlan Seth Bryan
Evan Michael Burdon * +
Christopher Bernard Burroughs *
Chelsea Virginia Calhoun ***
Trent Gardner Callcott *** •
Vincent Santino Capuano *
Ibrahim Razaq Carson
William Garrett Cashwell ***
Benjamin Roland Cavanah
Samuel T. Cawkwell
Johnathan Sabin Chadwick ***
Julian Champ +
Carmela Grace Chaney ***
Rachel Taylor Chau ***
William Chun-Wei Chen ***
Thomas Yiu Tung Cheng
Youn Soo Cho *
Young-Geun Cho ***
Daniel Yong Choi *** • +
Tyler James Christensen +
Pranav Chunduri
Jeffrey Nicholas Clegg
Iris Kate Kathryn Manahan Colendrino **
Stephen Dallas Condra ***
John Hughes Cox *** •
Christopher Scott Crocker • +
Paul Marc Cromer •
Logan Matthew Crooks +
Matei Ion Dan **
Hoang Minh Dang *
Rishabh Datta
Cody Michael Dawson
Shuvajit Dey *** *
Huy Minh Diep **
Dane Digby +
Nicholas Bryce Dillard ***
Brooks Elliott Dishman*** •
Drew W. Ditzler + *
Kelsey Marie Dobson ***
Matthew Clinton Durocher ***
Zachary Andrew Durrence **
Amreeta Dutchtchoudby
Steven Gabriel Emanuel ***
Keivan Ali Farhan ***
James William Farley *** •
Colleen Amber Nicole Fenton A
Leonard Melvin Ferron IV *
Isaac Fought ***
Meagan Elizabeth Fountain ***
Christian Scott Free ***
Katherine Clair Freesemann ***
Miranda L. Fye ***
Lorenzo Garcia **
Rafael Jose Garcia
Adam Wilson Garlow ** •
Eli Nathaniel Gerhard **
Jaisen Gianni Gil **
Matias Girardi **
Lael Jacob Gobble *** • +
Zachary Carl Gerow ***
Fidel C. Gonzalez
Derek Michael Gravitt *** +
Zachary Tyler Greenfield **
Avichal Gulati +
Ziyang Guo
Tibor John Gyorfi
Tae Uk Ha ** +
Hassan D. Haddad
Brandon Gary Hagopian
Stephen Burgess Hall *** • +
Aaron Jolan Thai Hamlet **
Taylor Benjamin Harper **
Logan Rex Hayes ***
Jonathan Lee Hecht *
Ahmed Amr Hegazi
Nicholas Hunter Henderson •
Alan H. Hesu ***
Allen M. Hsieh ***
Yaokun Huang **
Ivan Ilchenko
Frank N. Ingram V +
Arrion Jerod Jackson *
Tyler Ray Jenkins +
Abhinav Jha *** •
Caleb Edwin Johnson * •
David Christopher Johnston **
Steven Anthony Johnston *** • +
Matthew Edward Jones +
Kirit Joshi *
Minwoo Jung **
Melvin Agung Juwono
Joo-Won Kang **
Madeline Rose Kanne **
Harmon Andrew Kelley ***
Alexander Josef Keltjens
Alexander K. Kemenov •
Jason Patrick Kerzie
Minsoo Kim
Jeffrey Travis King
Mason Clarke Kirchfeld ***
Calen Mackenzie Kirkpatrick
William Aidan Knezo ***
Chad Mitchell Koehler
Jason Matthew Krist ***
Taylor Andrew Kuter •
Eun Chan Kwak *
Rebecca Dayoun Kwon *** •
Andrea L. Leach ***
Eugene Lee
Marshall Young Lee ***
Jeremy S. Leff
Hunter Miller Legerton *** •
Ellen Paulette Leibowitz ***
Jevons Li
Xin Li +
Jacob Meyer Lieber •
Jordan Elizabeth Lo Coco •
BACHELOR'S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Jacob Christopher Lochmann ***
George S. Lolov ** • +
Adeline Marie Longstreth **
Mónica Beatriz López Martínez *
Macon Randolph Magee ** •
Darren M. Maguire **
Luka Malashkhia ***
Elliot Lee Manassa
Alexis Gabriel Manguál *
Nicholas Michael Markwordt ***
Annabelle Faith Mathis **
Zachary Keith Matthews ***
Michelle Xu McIntire
Marissa Ann McLaren A +
William David McMahan +
Holt Durham Merkle +
Matthew James Metzger +
Nicholas Stephen Mezzacapo ***
Justin Stephen Miller ***
John Michael Mitchell *
Shefali Mitra *
Rakin Mohammed ***
Vincent Morales Jr.
Maria Isabel Moreno ***
David Taylor Morgan
Katherine K. Moss ***
Daniel Francis Bell Mullen ***
Juan Luis Munoz **
Ukejeh Ifeanyichuwku Peter Musa
Michelle Denise Myrick ***
Matthew Terence Needham
William Mackay Neidecker-Gonzales *
Christopher Isaac Nowack •
Jerry Chukwudzie Nzankwoh **
Sarah Elizabeth Odom
Goddy Okoduwa Okoukonu Jr. +
Kyle William Olson
Osaro Osaigbovo
Diego Armando Oyon +
Kevin Robert Pace *** •
Jose Abraham Pacheco **
Yogesh Shivandan Pai ** •
William Chung Park +
Woojin Park *

Patrick Noble Partain
Priyesh Patel **
Viraj Pankajkumar Patel
Robert Campbell Patterson
Jason Paulose * •
Matthew Austin Pavlik
Alexander Thaddeus Pegues **
Margaret K. Philleo +
Ashley E. Pickford •
Alexandre M. Poux ***
Zachary David Provost *
Amanda Vivien-Nikka Puyot
Michael Bailey Quillen **
Omar Hesham Ragheb +
Daniel R. Reategui
Rodrigo Andre Retana
Hannah Claire Rittweger •
Joshua Daniel Robertson ***
John Talbert Rockholt III *
Sebastian F. Russell
Lovic Port Ryals
Yu.Jung Ryu **
Derrek Aubry Sack
Faith Saylor ***
Natalie Claire Schaeffer **
Walter Williams Scott III ** A
Ian Connor Sebastian *
Daniel Thomas Shaffer *
Dow Copeland Shelnutt ** •
Zachary Graves Six
Dustin Taylor Sloan ***
Milan Mitesh Smart *
Georgy Smirnov ** •
Carter Edward Smith *** +
Jazmyne Louise Smith **
Hosoor Song
Clare Kelly Specht
Elki Spino •
Madhuvanthi Sridhar ***
Saikamal Srinivas ***
Clark Patrick Stanaland ***
Amanda Kendall Stewart
Cory Steven Stine ***
Justin Tai *
Ryan Charles Tallent
Shivanghu Tandukar ***

Kristie Fong-Lin Teoh •
Akash Thaker **
Jacob Zachariah Thomas
Jonathan David Thompkins
Toussaint Kanga Towa
Jonathan D. Townsend Jr. **
Truc Thanh Tran
Ryan Joseph Trickett ***
Harry Makris Tull
Alexander William Ulrich
Arushi Uppal ***
Jared Van Den Heuvel
Erik Winston Van Winkle * •
Naim Ramzanali Vasaya ***
Nagashumrith V. Vinakollu ***
Taiyana Penha Viscardi *
Michael Keith Walcott
Darrell Alex Walters
Wenyue Wang **
Rebecca Diane Webb *** •
John Trotten Wenerstrum *** •
Yosuke Yajima
Ben Eng Yamamoto
Xiaoliang Yan ** A
Kenta Chris Yasuda
Jae Min Yoon
Tyler Russell Young
Joy Qiaoyang Zhang *** •
Zhigen Zhao ***
Areehs A. Zindani ***
Macy Irene Zittrouer
Unlike traditional art and design schools, the Georgia Tech College of Design uses the design process to develop new technologies, buildings, environments, and human experiences. Students, faculty, and researchers in the Schools of Architecture, Building Construction, City and Regional Planning, Industrial Design, and Music strive to understand how technology enables better design, and how to fuse that technology into places, products, lifestyles, learning, and health care.

The College’s research initiatives encompass today’s most pressing human and built environment issues, from accessibility, sustainability, and smart cities to groundbreaking efforts in spatial analysis and music technology.

Approximately 800 graduate and undergraduate students are enrolled in the College of Design, and roughly 1,200 students — representing all majors at Georgia Tech — enroll in music courses each semester.
The Scheller College of Business at Georgia Tech is strategically positioned at the intersection of business and technology, in the heart of Tech Square. Scheller College is committed to developing principled business leaders who are tech savvy and entrepreneurially minded and will solve the business and societal challenges of today and tomorrow. This provides students unparalleled access to learn in one of the nation’s premier high-tech business centers.

The College offers globally recognized, highly ranked business programs including full-time, evening, and executive MBA degrees; undergraduate and Ph.D. degrees; and executive education programs. Interdisciplinary centers and programs encourage collaboration in research, teaching, and experiential learning within Georgia Tech in some of today’s most sought-after arenas including business analytics, entrepreneurship, digital innovation, supply chain, and sustainability. In partnership with several Georgia Tech colleges, Scheller College offers joint master’s degrees in Quantitative and Computational Finance and Business Analytics. With world-class faculty and staff, the College plays an important role in closing the gap between available skills and marketplace needs.

The College of Sciences leads Georgia Tech’s charge to create and discover fundamental new knowledge in the sciences and mathematics. Together, Sciences students and faculty boldly explore natural and artificial worlds, not only to reveal and underpin the technologies of tomorrow, but also to advance the quality of human life and elevate the human spirit.

The College nurtures students who are intellectually curious, inspiring them to build for themselves empowering foundations in the natural, mathematical, and behavioral sciences. They are transported to the frontiers of human understanding and invited to participate in pushing those frontiers forward by undertaking high-impact research in collaboration with world-class faculty in state-of-the-art facilities.

Scores of Sciences graduates are highly honed in thinking critically, testing hypotheses, and engaging with others to unravel complex problems. They draw conclusions, reach decisions, and make judgments about nature through the enthralling interplay of data, reason, and imagination. They are indispensable in ensuring that the basic knowledge pipeline for new technologies is full and flowing.

From exploring the bizarre quantum logic of ultra-cold atoms or the breathtaking grandeur of the stars and the galaxies, to deciphering the billion-year history of Earth’s oceans and atmosphere, the origins of life on Earth and elsewhere in the cosmos, or the workings of the human brain, Sciences students embody the value and rewards of scientific curiosity shaped by careful mentoring and deep respect for how much of the world we still must discover and understand.

From the opening of the Institute and the establishment of the School of Mechanical Engineering in 1888, the College of Engineering (CoE) has continually grown. Today, the College incorporates eight engineering schools with a full-time enrollment of more than 13,000 undergraduate and graduate students. The College consistently ranks among the elite engineering schools in the country. All undergraduate engineering programs are ranked in the top six nationally. CoE is the largest college of engineering in the country and is No. 1 in the production of women and minority engineers. The College prepares its students not just for jobs in engineering but also for the responsibilities of leadership. The focus on innovation and entrepreneurship gives students an edge, allowing them to create inventions, start businesses, and design solutions to global problems—all before graduation. Alumni go on to careers across all walks of engineering, as well as in professions such as law, medicine, business, and public policy.

Prominent alumni include: G. Wayne Clough (1965), former secretary, The Smithsonian Institution, and former Georgia Tech president; Ronald Wayne Allen (1964), former chairman and CEO, Delta Air Lines; Michael T. Duke (1971), former president and CEO, Wal-Mart Stores Inc.; Philip M. Breedlove (1977), former Supreme Allied Commander of NATO; Walter G. Ehmer (1989), president and CEO, Waffle House; Eric Boe (1997), Shane Kimbrough (1998), Sandra Magnus (1996), and John W. Young (1952), NASA astronauts; Lewis Jordan (1967), ValuJet co-founder and former CEO; H. Milton Stewart (1961), former chairman and CEO, the Standard Group Inc.; and George W. Woodruff (1917), philanthropist. CoE has almost 100,000 alumni living in 120 countries around the globe.
Georgia Tech Professional Education (GTPE) is an academic division of the Institute. Providing continuing education for more than a century and learning at a distance for 40 years, GTPE enables working professionals and industry partners to access the expertise of a world-renowned research university. GTPE offers professional development courses, certificate programs, and master's degrees to career-focused adults in STEM and business fields worldwide. These programs are designed to position professionals to deliver immediate workplace impact using knowledge and skills learned from Georgia Tech's faculty experts and each other.

Learners can also take Georgia Tech's Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), which are produced by GTPE. Programs are delivered in a variety of formats including face-to-face, online, and hybrid to suit the diverse needs of working professionals. GTPE also administers K-12 outreach and English as a Second Language (ESL) programs, and manages learning-centered meeting and conference facilities in Atlanta and Savannah.

The Georgia Tech Library is recognized internationally for robust digital services, student-engagement initiatives, transformation of physical spaces, and innovative programming and services. Millions of books, journals, technical reports, government documents, maps, videos, popular reading, science fiction, and other items are available via the Library. The Library's website features access to hundreds of databases and thousands of books, e-books, scholarly journals and e-journals, reports, electronic dissertations, discipline and course-specific research guides, and much more.

With more than 500,000 visits to the website, more than 3 million searches and full-text content accessed, and 1.39 million on-site visits annually, the Library’s services and resources are heavily utilized by the Georgia Tech community.

For students, the Library is a 24/7 gathering place — cultivating intellectual inquiry, promoting academic discourse, and fostering knowledge. For faculty, the Library supports world-class advancements in teaching and research.

The Library also manages the G. Wayne Clough Undergraduate Learning Commons, a building dedicated to student academic enrichment and innovative learning opportunities. The Clough Commons is a popular 24/7 destination for students, with more than 2.76 million visits annually.

The Office of the Executive Vice President for Research provides leadership and strategic direction to Georgia Tech’s $824 million research enterprise. The goals are to create transformative research opportunities, to strengthen collaborative partnerships, and to maximize Tech’s economic and societal impact across the research enterprise and around the world. Direct reporting units include 11 Interdisciplinary Research Institutes, the Georgia Tech Research Institute (Tech’s applied research arm), the Enterprise Innovation Institute (the nation’s largest university-based economic-development, technology-transfer, and industry-assistance organization), the Georgia Tech Research Corporation (an affiliated organization that oversees contracting and licensing), and the Office of Industry Collaboration (created in 2013 to coordinate large company partnerships).
With more than 400 student-athletes across 17 varsity sports, Georgia Tech competes at the highest level of intercollegiate athletics as a member of NCAA Division I and the Atlantic Coast Conference, while also developing young people who will change the world. Georgia Tech has long been a leader in innovation in college athletics with the NCAA CHAMPS/Life Skills Program (known as the Total Person Program at Georgia Tech), commitments to athletics scholarships until a student-athlete graduates, and the use of virtual reality in recruiting, among the many concepts that originated on The Flats. The Yellow Jackets have won five national championships during their illustrious history (four in football — 1917, 1928, 1952, and 1990; and one in women’s tennis — 2007), and appeared in two Final Fours in men’s basketball (1990 and 2004) and three College World Series in baseball (1994, 2002, and 2006). Combining a world-class education with top-notch athletics, Georgia Tech has produced 83 Academic All-Americans.
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Special Thanks

**ACADEMIC AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT**
Elise Boswell
Renee Brown
Robbie Burr
Dian Chung
Susan Gilstrap
Gail Greene
Carla Hendricks
Stephenie Johnston
Janet Peterson
Alicia Ann Richhart
Carol Silvers
Lisa Tuttle
Olivia Watkins
Julia Whitfield

**ALUMNI ASSOCIATION**
Georgia Tech Student Ambassadors
Abbey Callahan
Emily Newman
Julie Palmer

**ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION**
Andy Blanton
Bryan Elliott
David White
Dan Wypasek

**CAMPUS POLICE**
Chief Rob Connolly
Captain Marcus Walton
Sergeant Archie Hill and staff

**INSTITUTE COMMUNICATIONS**
Brett Boatright
Christine Brazill
Harriss Callahan
Allison Carter
Erica Endicott
Rob Felt
Patti Futrell
Bob Giles
Michael Hagearty
Susie Ivy
Hannah Koenraad
Christopher Moore
Steven Norris
Laura Pusateri
Tracey Reeves
Stephanie Sigler
Dan Treadaway
Serena Wallace
Brice Zimmerman and staff

**PLANT OPERATIONS**
Brandon Ford
Alphonso Benson
Derrick Jones
John Mays

**REGISTRAR’S OFFICE**
Reta Pikowsky, Registrar
David Barbero
Sharon Binion
LaWanda Cole
Jeremy Gray
Derrick Humes
Dean Jo
Gwen Kea-Holloway
Angela Lucas
Luis Ocasio
Serkan Ozsoy
Rodney Presley
Lisa Raines
Gena Snead
Christopher Stevens
Teresa Watkins
Angelia Williams and staff

The Institute also wishes to thank the dozens of student, faculty, and staff volunteers who helped make today’s ceremony possible. Your contributions are absolutely vital, and your hard work and devotion to Georgia Tech are much appreciated.
Welcome to the Georgia Tech Alumni Association

CONGRATULATIONS!

As a Tech graduate, you are now part of the Georgia Tech Alumni Association, an exclusive organization of more than 160,000 alumni worldwide. As a member of the Alumni Association, you have access to Tech’s prestigious alumni network — a valuable asset as you embark upon your professional journey. You also have access to many other benefits and programs, including:

- Professional development services, networking events, and more to help you reach your career goals.
- Geographic network groups to connect you with fellow Yellow Jackets, no matter where in the world you end up.
- Special events throughout the year, on campus and around the globe.
- Volunteer leadership and community service opportunities.
- Alumni travel to exciting destinations.
- Subscription to the Georgia Tech Alumni Magazine and Buzzwords, a monthly email update about all things Tech.

Now is also the time to begin giving back through Roll Call, Georgia Tech’s Fund for Excellence. Through Roll Call, the Georgia Tech Alumni Association has raised millions of dollars from alumni for Georgia Tech to fund student scholarships, state-of-the-art programs, world-class facilities, and much more. Georgia Tech continues to get better every year, thanks in large part to the generosity of our loyal alumni who have made Roll Call the Institute’s “secret sauce” for success over the past 71 years.

Log on to GTALUMNI.ORG to begin receiving all of your free benefits from the Georgia Tech Alumni Association. Through this alumni portal, you can customize your preferences, register for events, network with fellow alumni, and much more.
THE ALMA MATER

Oh, sons of Tech, arise, behold!
The Banner as it reigns supreme,
For from on high the White and Gold
Waves in its triumphant gleam.
The spirit of the cheering throng
Resounds with joy revealing
A brotherhood in praise and song,
In memory of the days gone by.
Oh Scion of the Southland!
In our hearts you shall forever fly.
We cherish thoughts so dear for thee,
Oh, Alma Mater in our prayer.
We plead for you in victory,
And in the victory we share!
But when the battle seems in vain
Our spirits never falter,
We’re ever one in joy or pain
And our union is a lasting bond.
Oh! May we be united
Till the victory of life is won.

Music by Frank Roman
Words by I.H. Granath

THE RAMBLIN’ WRECK

I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer
A helluva, helluva, helluva, helluva, hell of an engineer.
Like all the jolly good fellows, I drink my whiskey clear.
I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer.

Oh! If I had a daughter, sir, I’d dress her in white and gold,
And put her on the campus to cheer the brave and bold.
But if I had a son, sir, I’ll tell you what he’d do—
He would yell “To Hell with Georgia” like his daddy used to do.

Oh! I wish I had a barrel of rum and sugar three thousand pounds,
A college bell to put it in and a clapper to stir it ‘round.
I’d drink to all good fellows who come from far and near.
I’m a Ramblin’, Gamblin’, hell of an engineer.